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The Gierer-Meinhardt system that we are primarily concerned, in nondimensional terms, is 
given by 
U=dAA-A^^ ( C M ) . 
[r//t = V{D{x)VH) 
where A and H are usually called the activator concentration and inhibitor concentration respec-
tively. 0 < <i < 1 refers to a relatively small diffusivity of the activator, r > 0 is a time relaxation 
constant, and D{x) > 0 is the difFusivitity of the inhibitor, which is usually assumed to be a 
constant. W e shall choose (p, q, r, s) = (2,1,2’ 0) which is a significant special case of the system. 
Base upon earlier works, notably by Wei and Winter ([25, 23]), we shall extend the analysis of 
this system to two new settings. Firstly, we will consider the one-dimcnsional Neumann problem 
with D{x) being a piecewise constant fund,ion, i.e. with jumps in the diffusivity. This is a natural 
generalization of the pioneering work by Wei-Winter ([25]), who discovered new effects with the 
introduction of a single jump discontinuity. 
While the analysis for which D{x) is constant has been substantially carried out in the literature, 
the spiky solution behaviour for general D{x) is still an open question. 
Secondly, we consider ( G M ) with D{x) constant but on a surface. Most previous studies concern 
the whole K” or bounded flat domains in R". \Ye extend previous results to the simplest yet 
important class of manifolds - the Riemann surface. W e assume compactness and empty boundary 
and investigate the existence of single spike steady states. 
W e employ techniques already developed in previous work, notably in [23], and use Riemann 
normal coordinates to transfer arguments from M^ to the coordinate space, and therefore, the local 
expansion of Laplace-Beltrami operator will be central to our analysis. The focus of this analysis is 
the interaction of the curvature and the Green's function, the latter being the dominant determinant 
of spiky solution behaviours in 2-dimensional flat domains. 
我们研究Gierer-Meinhardt方程组。在无量纲化后可以写成 
J 成 = 編 — “ 条 
{ G M ) 
当中 4和丑分别被称为活化剂和抑制剂。 0 < d《 l指活化剂相对小的扩散系数， r 2 0指时间 
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Chapter 
Introduction 
As we shall separately give a mathematical introduction in the subsequent chapters, let us now 
recapitulate on the history and motivations of this biological model we are studying first. 
The Gierer-Meinhardt system was formulated by Alfred Gierer and Hans Meinhardt in 1972 as 
an experimentally verified model that exhibits Turing instability, which was discovered by Turing 
in 1952. 
Turiiig first explained in his grouiid-breakiiig article (|16j) how instability and noiihomogeneous 
pattern can be driven by diffusion, which is usually believed to be a trivializing process that only give 
homogeneity as the steady state after long time periods. The key detail in Turing's formulation is 
the auto and cross-catalytic interactions (both activation and inhibition) of two chemicals coupled 
with diffusion. 
Gierer and Meinhardt was not satisfied with his formulation in that Turing's equations pays 
no respect to the molecular reality - the decrement of one chemical depends on the other but not 
itself, and this will give negative concentration. This is inevitable in the way Turing formulate his 
system, which is linear. Gierer and Meinhardt thus introduced nonlinear interactions and precursor 
terms (our model do not have precursor terms) which gives the basic coupled partial differential 
equations form which we are studying. Moreover, they also noted the significance of short-range 
activation but long-range inhibition to the formation of patterns {d «： 1, and D large). 
With biological applications in mind, we study the same system in two new settings. W e still 
assume that, the diffusivity of the activator to be very small d < 1 in both of our analysis and we 
only study spiky patterns. 
In Chapter 2, we study a new setting in the inhibitor diffusivity, in one dimensional bounded 
domain. W e introduce simple jump discontinuities to the inhibitor diffusivity and look for new 
efTects. This is actually a natural generalization of the basic system with regard to the physical 
reality: diffusion constants is in general not constant and may have abrupt jump in biological 
interfaces, e.g. membranes. As exemplified in Wei-Winter ([25]), the jump creates asymmetry and 
the effect affects the location of the spike. Moreover, we also look for a new spike near the jump 
discontinuity. 
In Chapter 3，we study a new setting in the domain geometry. There exists different formulations 
of the diffusion process, upon which the pattern formation is based and driven. Using the Euclidean 
Laplacian in a partial differential equation is a common approach, but it is natural to consider also 
some restricted mode of diffusion - and the use of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on a Riemann 
surface answers this question and is an essential change in the ( G M ) system induced by this line of 
thinking. Loosely speaking, as iii curved space-tirne where curvature affect the trajectory of light, 
a curved surface also affect the mode of diffusion in a fundamental way. W e are interested in seeing 
how the curvature affect the reaction-diffusion process, and anticipating that the effect will interact 
or even counteract with diffusivity and the Green's function, we look for their collaborative effect 
on the existence and stability of spiky solutions. 
This work is actually a continuation of efforts started by Wei and Winter. 
The results in Chapter 2 is already published at the Bulletin of Academia Sinica (New Series) 
3 (2008) 525-566，with the title: Spikes for the Gierer-Meinhardt system with many segments of 
different, difTusivities. The results in Chapter 3 is being prepared for publishing. 
Due to the dissimilarity between these two settings, this thesis is subsequently organized as two 
standalone chapters with individual introductions, content and bibliography. 
Chapter 2 
On bounded interval with n jumps in 
inhibitor diffusivity 
2.1 Introduction 
For systems with piecewise constant diffusion coefficients, Turing instabilities have been computed 
numerically and investigated analytically by Benson, Maini and Sherratt [1], [3], [9], and results 
oil dispersion relations and typical solution profiles have been obtained. In particular, the authors 
showed that the spatial variation of diffusion coefficients may produce isolated patterns and asym-
metric spatially oscillating patterns which are not seen in standard homogeneous Turing systems. 
Biological applications of these effects include the anterior-posterior asymmetry of skeletal el-
ements in the limb and experimental results on double anterior limbs [27], [9]. The fact that for 
asymmetric solutions different peaks may have different amplitudes is a possible explanation for 
the common observation that digits vary in length. 
W e give a rigorous mathematical proof of the influence of discontinuous diffusion coefficients on 
the qualitative and quantitative properties of spiky patterns in a reaction-diffusion system. 
In particular, we study the Gierer-Meinhardt system [5), which is given by 
{ at - c^ flxz - X ' 
(2.1) 
Note that h acts as an inhibitor to a, whereas a acts as an activator to both a and h. This motivates 
the name activator-inhibitor system. In this paper, we assume x e (-1,1), 0 < e < < 1 is a small 
diffusion constant, r〉 0 is a time relaxation constant, and 
D{x) 
Di, -1 < X < Ti, 
Di, Xi_i <x <Xi, (2.2) 
Dn, Xn-i < X < 1, 
where 0 < Di and Di + Di+i. Note that the inhibitor diffusivity D{x) has a jump discontinuity at 
Xi. W e study the equation (2.1) on the interval (-1,1) with Neumann boundary conditions: 
ax(-l) = ax(l) = 0 , /ix(-l) = /ix(l) = 0 . (2.3) 
The matching conditions at Xi are that D{x)hx is a continuous function at x = Xj. 
W e begin by reviewing results in [25], which corresponds to the ease N = 2. It was established 
that there exists two types of spiky solutions to this system: interior spikes, which has 0(1) distance 
from the jump discontinuity of the inhibitor difFusivity (there is only one jump), and spike near the 
jump, which has 0(e) distance from the jump discontinuity. 
For the interior-spike type solution, a precise condition for its existence was found (Theorem 
2.3.1). The condition also implies that the interior spike can be located in one-and-only-one of the 
two subintervals. This establishes a localization principle for the 1-D Gierer-Meinhardt system 
with a jump in the inhibitor diffusivity. In contrast, with constant diffusivity, the interior spike is 
always located in the center of the interval. So the presence of the jump,.in effect, "moves" the 
(unique) position away from the center into one of the subintervals. Precise information about the 
(limit) location (as c 0) is also given in Theorem 2.3.1. 
For the second type of one-spike solutions, the spike having same order in spatial extent as its 
distance from the jump discontinuity, it turns out that either there exist two different one-spike 
solutions or there is none (Theorem 2.3.4). One question left open in [25] is the stability of these 
spikes. W e are now going to prove the stability behavior of these spikes. The result is that one of 
the spikes is stable, the other unstable. The proof uses a construction of the eigenfunction involving 
inner and outer expansions. One will see that both the existence and stability results depend on a 
parameter involving only the two diffusivities and lengths of the immediate segments around the 
jump in consideration. Therefore, our results for two segments extend easily to the general case 
with an arbitrary number of segments. 
After completing the arguments for the spike at the jump, we will return to interior spikes and 
show that the localization principle for interior spikes also extends elegantly for general N (i.e 
1-D bounded domain with N segments, N - 1 jumps in the inhibitor diffusivity). W c will derive a 
classification of the interior segments which depends on the sign of the derivatives of the diagonal of 
the regular part of Green's function at both ends of the segments. By the signs, we shall conclude 
that there exists a stable spike, an unstable spike or there exists no spike in the segment. 
W e also study the case of three segments, the smallest N such that there is an interior segment, 
in more detail. W e derive explicit formulas for these derivatives of the regular part of Green's 
function and the closed form conditions necessary for classification. 
Finally, we mention some previous works on spiky steady states for the Gierer-Meinhardt system 
with constant, (X)cfFicients. Existence and stability of spiky steady-states, for example, have been 
studied for 1-D in [8] and their instabilities have been investigated in [19]. For 2-D the existence 
and stability of multiple spikes has been investigated in [21], [22], [23]. 
The structure of the paper is as follows: In Section 2’ we provide some preliminaries. In Section 
3，we review previous results in the two-segment case from [25] of the paper. In Section 4，we 
briefly recall how construct and analyze a spiky steady-state. In Scction 5, wc recall the main 
stability results for interior spikes. In Section 6, we recall an outer and inner expansion which is 
needed to analyze a spike near a jump and will be used in Section 7. In Section 7, we present a 
new result: W e study the small eigenvalues of a spike near a jump. In Section 8, we prove results 
4 
w{y) = - cosh" 
on the existence of interior spikes for N segments. W e give a classification of interior intervals into 
three cases: Existence of stable interior spike, existence of an unstable interior spike, non-existence 
of an interior spike. In Section 9’ we investigate spikes near a jump in the N segments case. W e 
give a condition on existence which only uses 0(1) quantities and does not use quantities of the 
inner expansion which are of 0(c). In Section 10’ we confirm our analytical results by numerical 
computations. W e also consider situations which are not analyzed in this paper, such as multi-spike 
solutions. 
2.2 Preliminaries 
Before we state our main results in Section 3, we introduce some notations that is used throughout 
the paper and perform some preliminary analysis. 
W e will always assume that fl - (-1,1). With and we denote the usual Sobolev 
spaces. 
For classical solutions, D{x)hx{x) is continuous at x = Xi and therefore /ix(x) has a jump 
discontinuity at x = Xi. To account for these jump discontinuities of h, the function spaces have to 
be chosen very carefully. 
W e assume that 
(a’/OeHj^(-l’l)x/f》*(-l’l), 
where 
Hjj{-1,1) ：= {a e H\-l, 1) : a,(-l) = a,(l) = O} ’ 
//2’*(-1’ 1) := {h € H\-l, 1) ： iDix)h,), e 1)}, 
H^/i-h 1) ：= {h e //2’*(-l’ 1) : = /ix(l) = 0} ’ 
endowed with the norm 
II(a, /i)||t MhH-1,1) + ll^llt' where ||"||!’* ： = ||"||2"1(_1’1) + “ ⑷ ⑷ “ 丄 “ 乙 , — ! ’ ” . 
The variable w will always denote the so-called canonical spike solution, i.e. the unique horno 
clinic solution of the following problem: 
{ w" -w + u? = 0 in 
(2.4) 
If； > 0， iw(0) = maXy^Rw{y), w{y) — 0 as |y| — oo. 
Note that w is an even function and w'{y) < 0 if y > 0. A n explicit representation is 
W e set 
p(y) w'^{z) dz. (2.5) 
y - 2 
Elementary calculations give 
roo poo poo 
a := w2(j/)dy � w{y) dy = 3, / w^{y)dy = 3.6, 
•/o Jo Jo 
g y 3 y 297 
p{y) = 2 tanh - - - t a n h ^ j 。 w ^ { y ) p { y ) dy = — = 4.640625, 
roo roo poo 
义 { w ' f dy =义 w^ dy - J^ w^ dy = 0.6. (2.6) 
To conclude this section, we study a nonlocal linear operator. W e first recall the following result. 
Theorem 2.2.1. [20]: Consider the following nonlocal eigenvalue problem 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
L(j>A(f) - (f> + 2w(t> - = A0, 4>^H\R). 
Jr w^dy 、 乂 
7/7 < 1, then there is a positive eigenvalue to (2.7). 
7/7 > 1，then for any nonzero eigenvalue A of (2.7), we have 
Re{X) < -Co < 0 for some cq > 0. 
7 / 7 1 and 入 = 0 ， t h e n 
dw 
(P = c-o-y dy 
for some constant cq. 
The conjugate operator of L under the scalar product in ris 
r„ w^rb dv „ 
= AV- - V- + - 77 二 〜 ’ H^{R) — L'^(R), 
.iRW^dy \ ) 
Then we have the following result: 
Lemma 2.2.2. (Lemma 3.2 of [24].) Ifl^l, then 
Xq := Ker{L*) = span I 
[dyj 
As a consequence, we have 
Lemma 2.2.3. The operator 
L : H\R) L^{R), 
restricted to the spaces 
L : X q I n — ；5：0丄 n 尺)， 
where the Xq denotes the orthogonal projection with respect to the scalar product of L'^{R), is 
invertible. Moreover, L'^ : n — X � n H^(R) is bounded. 
Proof. This follows from the Fredholm Alternative Theorem and L e m m a 2.2.2. • 
(2.9) 
2.3 Review of previous results in the two segment case: in-
terior spike and spike near the jump discontinuity of the 
diffusion coefficient 
In [25], we derived the following two types of one-spike solutions: 
1. A n interior spike located far away from the jump discontinuity of the inhibitor diffusivity 
(see Theorem 2.3.1). For this interior spike a new localization principle was shown which 
states that the spike can exist in one-and-only-one of the two sub-intervals divided by the jump 
discontinuity. Further, we showed that this solution is stable. 
2. A spike near the jump discontinuity whose center has a distance of order e from the 
jump discontinuity; this means that its distance from the jump discontinuity is of the same order 
as the spatial extent of the spike. 
W e re-scale fie = il/e and define u{x) e if and only u (f) e with the norm of 
the former space defined by the norm of the latter, i.e. 
In the same way we introduce this re-scaling to the other function spaces introduced at the beginning 
of the previous section. W e also denote the only jump discontinuity as Xb for the results of two 
segment case. 
N o w we review our first main theorem: 
Theorem 2.3.1. (Existence of an interior-spike solution.) Suppose that the condition 
^tanh^i(l + Xb) > ^tanh02(l -^6) (2.10) 
holds, where 9i = D;”"\ Then there exists a steady state of (2.1) - (2.3) with an interior spike 
for the activator which is located in the subinterval {—l,Xb). More precisely, we have 
/ X 
+ 0 ( 1 ) in 
where t( — to e {-l,Xb) and it/hit") — 1 as e -> 0. The limit position to is given by 




If (2.10) holds then there do not exist any steady states of (2.1) - (2.3) with an interior spike for 
the activator in the subinterval (.Xb, 1). 
Remark 2.3.2. (Implications of the condition (2.10)) 
(1) If Xb = 0, i.e. if the jump discontinuity is located in the center of the interval, (2.10) implies 
that there exists a spike on the subinterval with the larger diffusion constant Di (and the smaller 
Oi) but not on the other subinterval. This follows from the fact that the function tanh a/a is 
strictly monotone decreasing for a > 0. 
(2) Condition (2.10) combines the effects of sub-domain size and diffusion constant. Hence the 
localization effect is due jointly, and favorably, to relatively large subinterval and large diffusion 
constant. 
(3) The reverse sign of (2.10) does not have to be studied separately. It follows by reflection 
about the center 工二 0 of the interval. By this transformation 0\ and O^ are exchanged and the sign 
of Xb is reversed. A n easy calculation shows that the inequality resulting from this transformation 
is equivalent to (2.10) with reversed sign. 
W e now review a stability result for the linear stability of the interior spike. 
Theorem 2.3.3. (Stability of an interior-spike solution.) The interior spike established in Theorem 
2.3.1 is linearly stable. 
Our second main theorem from [25] establishes the existence of spikes near the jump discon-
tinuity of the inhibitor diffusivity, more precisely at a distance of order c from this discontinuity. 
(Note that the definition of (5 is different from that in [25]) 
Theorem 2.3.4. (Existence of spikes 
Set 
r the jump discontinuity Xf, of the inhibitor diffusivity.) 
02tanh0i(l +X6) - 9i tanh 02(1 - Xb) 
� I f 
02 tanh0i(l + 9i tanh02(1 一工b) 
6i < $2 and 




then there exist exactly two spikes near the jump discontinuity Xb. They 
t^ = Xb - cL for two possible values of L. 
Here we have used 
I{L) := / w\y){p{y)/a-l5)dy, 
given by (2.11) with 
(2.15) 
where f){y) and a(= 3) are defined in (2.5) and (2.6) respectively, while Lq is uniquely determined 
by p{Lo)/a 二 0. 
(2) If , ‘ 
01 < 没2 and 
(2.16) 
0<P el - ef /(Lq) 
20? 
then there exists exactly one spike near the jump discontinuity Xb. It is given by (2.11) with 
t^ — X}) — eLo-
(3) If condition (2.10) holds and di > 62 or if 
01 < 02 and 
0 � 2ej 3.6 > u 
(2.17) 
there is no spike near the jump discontinuity Xb- More precisely, there is no spike given by (2.11) 
with - Xb\ = 0{e). Finally, in [25] we proved the following simple nonexistence result for spikes 
near the jump discontinuity. 
8 
Corollary 2.3.5. Suppose that 6i < $2 and 
I剑 > 0 . 4 2 9 6 8 7 5 ^ 2 ^ 
then there is no spike near the jump discontinuity, i.e. a spike which satisfies - Xj,! = 0(e) 
2.4 The construction and analysis of spiky steady-state solu-
tions 
W e briefly review the method of how to construct a spiky steady-state solution to (2.1) - (2.3). W e 
first take a rescaled and translated spike 
and let r。be such that 
( � 'x-t\ 
Wo(x)= 
ro = — (min(io + l, 1 - to)) 
Using this smooth cut-off function x :尺 [0,1] such that 
X(^) = 1 for ||a;| < 1 and x(^) = 0 for |x| > 2’ 
wc get 
fx - t\ 
woix) = Woix)x ， 
V / 
where wo{x) satisfies 
e^Awo - W Q + w l + e.s.t. = 0 in (-1,1), u)o(-l) = w)o(l) = 0 
and "e.s.t." means exponentially small terms. 
W e proceed to carefully choose the amplitude: for i G (-1,1) let 







where y) is the Green's function, defined hi (2.65), which can be used to represent the solution 
of the second equation of (2.1). It plays a major role throughout the paper. W e will mostly drop 
the argument of ⑴ and write ^ o instead. Set 
: = ( 2 . 2 4 ) 
where i 
。 = ( ' / 广 2 ⑷ =去 . （2.25) 
Then, finally, we choose the first component of our approximate steady state for (2.1) to be 
= ioWQ{x). (2.26) 
9 
For a function A e 1), we define T[A] to be the solution in 1) of 
{D{x){T[A])�,)^ - r[A] + = - l < x < 1. (2.27) 
By standard elliptic theory, the solution T[A] is positive and unique. 
For A = w^^t, where t 6 5^3/4(^o), we choose the function T[A]{x) to be the second component 
of our approximate steady state for (2.1). 
Using Liapunov-Schmidt reduction, it has been shown in [25] that there exists an cxact steady-
state which is close to this approximate solution. The same argument works for the N-segment 
case with minor modifications. The main changes are replacing the Green's function specific to 
TV = 2 by the one for general N for the interior spike, and making a similar replacement suitable 
for multi-segments for the spikes near the jump discontinuity. W e omit the details and refer the 
reader to [25]. 
The result can be summarized as follows: .. 
Proposition 2.4.1. Suppose that 
V<„//(«o,io) = 0 and (2.28) 
where H is the regular part of the Green's function. Then, for e sufficiently small, there exists a 
point f e 5j3/4(<o) with t^ —» to such that there are spiky steady-states given, up to leading order, 
by (2.26), (2.27). 
To prove existence of an interior spike in one of the segments we have to check condition (2.28) 
explicitly by computing the Green's function and its derivatives. For the details in the two-segment 
case we refer to [25). 
W e will check in Section 8 (Theorem 8.1) when in the case of N segments with N = 3,4,... 
condition (2.28) can be satisfied. W e will derive explicit criteria for existence or non-existence of 
interior spikes. 
2.5 Stability Analysis 
The large (0(1)) eigenvalues as e 0 are studied by reduction to a nonlocal eigenvalue problem 
(NLEP) and using the results given in Theorem 2.1 (2) with 7 = 2. This approach works for all 
spikes considered in this paper (both interior spikes and spikes near the jump, with an arbitrary 
number of jumps in the domain interval) and they are all stable with respect to large eigenvalues. 
The small (o(l)) eigenvalues are considered by using a projection similar to Liapunov-Schmidt 
reduction, but now at an exact instead of an approximate solution. For an interior spike the 
following result, by asymptotics, is derived in [25]: 
using (2.6). Equation (2.29) shows that the small eigenvalue \ 
(l + o(l)), (2.29) 
of (2.39) satisfies 
10 
by (2.6). It can then be checked explicitly that for interior spikes in the two-segment case we always 
have t^) is positive. This implies the small eigenvalue A^ satisfies Re(Ae) < -ce^ for some 
c > 0 which is independent of e and therefore is stable. W e will show in Scction 8 (Theorem 8.1) 
that for N segments with N = 3,4,... it is possible to have either sign for and so an 
interior spike can be stable or unstable. W e will also derive easily verifiable criteria for stability or 
instability. 
2.6 Spikes near the jump discontinuity xt of the inhibitor dif-
fusivity 
The existence of spikes near the jump discontinuity is furnished by Theorem 2.3.4’ derived in [25]. 
Stability of these solutions were not treated and we complete the picture for two segments now. 
As a preparation for the stability proof, wc review the proof of existence. It is based on outer and 
inner expansion of the inhibitor h. W e will see later that an outer and inner expansion for the 
inhibitor part of the eigenfunction is necessary for the stability proofs. 
W e first compute an approximation to the inhibitor function hc{x). Let 
办） X 
x-t" 
0 ( e ) in 
where t色 is the center of the spike, Xh - f^ = cL and -> ] 2 
W e decompose the second component, into two parts: 
ht{x)=�c X - T^ + h2{x) + 0 ( c ) in (2.30) 
where the inner expansion hi{y) for y = {x — V-)/t satisfies 
\ M o ) = o ’ � ( o ) = o 
and the outer expansion "2(3：) is given by 
f (D(x)/i2,x(x))x - h2{x) - e/ii(x) = 0, 
1 ^2,x(±l) = —/ii’y(土⑴). 
Integrating (2.31), we get 
- 的 P ( y ) ， - 0 0 < y < L , 
-Ol(){y). L<y<oo, 
where 9i = D;”"^ and p[y) has been defined in (2.5). 
Recalling from (2.6) that 
rOO 






/ii,y(-oo) = aOf, "i’y(oo) = -cuff I 
Integrating (2.33) once more, we have (up to order 0(e) which is included into the error term 
in (2.30)) 
f O^al-x — Xb), - 1 < .r < Xh, 
ehi X -
0 ’ 
-9la{x - Xb), xh<x <\ 
Hence by (2.33) h】satisfies (up to order 0(e) which is included into the error term in (2.30)) 
{ {D{x)h2,x{x))x - h2{x) - ehi{x)= 
= -eja, h2,M = dla 
Solving (2.35), using (2.34), we get 




-Ofa{x - Xb) + AOi 
ejaix — Xb) + BOi 
cosh 01 (X6 + 1) 
cosh 02 (Z - 1) 
cosh62{xb - 1)‘ 
•1 < X < Xb, 
Xb < X < 1. 
Continuity of the function h2{x) &t x = xi, gives A = B and continuity of D{x)h2^x{x) at x = Xb 
implies 
e, 
0 = Dih2,x{Xb) - ^2/i2,x«) = A tanh6/i(x6 + 1) + ^tanh6'2(l - Xb) ) -2a 
\ "2 




A = 2a92 
O2 tanhOi{xb + 1) + 没1 tarih02(1 -朴） 
( x j ) = >ltanh0i(xb + 1) — a = $2 tanhgi(xb + 1) tanh^2(1 - Xb) 
'O2 tanh 01 (.Xb + 1) + O1 tanh 02(1 — Xb) 
h2A^b) = = elaP, 
[i 
62 tanhgi(xb + 1) - O i tanh ^ 2(1 - Xb) 
02 tanh 01 (xb + 1) + 01 tanh 6*2(1 - Xb)' 
(It is noteworthy that the parameter j3 satisfy 0 < < 1 and is a constant combining the most 
important information around a jump. One will sec later that the equilibrium behaviors of the 
system is essentially determined by this value.) 
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Finally, we consider the solvability condition for Liapunov-Schmidt reduction which is given by 
0 = f w\y)h,{t' + ey)dy + 0{c) 
J —OO 
= [ + "2’x(�'+ ey)) dy + 0{e) 
J —OO 
nL POO 
= / '�3(y)(-的p(y) + " 2 ’ x K " ) )办 + / w\y){-elp{y) + / I 2 , x « ) ) dy + 0(c) 
J —OO J L 
= w \ y ) { - p { y ) + a(3) dpj + (义 w''{y){-p{y) + a 釣 dy) + 0{t) 
= � 1 ( f w\y){-piy) + aP) dy - [ w^y){-p{y) + aP) dy 
\ J - o o J L J 
+el ( J : w^{y){-p{y) + aP) dy) + 0(e) 
rOC rOO “ 
=apej / w^{y)dy + {0l-ej) / w^y){-p{y) + aP) dy + 0{e) 
J —CO J L 
since p{y) is an odd function. 
Hencc, for given 62, we need to find L such that 
"对 / w\y) dy + {el - ef) / w^{y){-p{y)/a + P) dy = 0. (2.36) 
Remark 2.6.1. W c remark here that, in general, the form of the condition (2.36), used for the 
existence argument of a spike near a jump, is independent of the number of segments. That is, 
although here we show the analysis specifically for TV = 2, the existence argument for an arbitrary 
number of segments requires exactly the same condition (2.36). The only difference among different 
cases is implicitly distinguished through the parameter p. For general domains with multiple 
segments, one only needs to replace the constants 0i and O2 by and in the immediate 
segments around the jump in consideration. 
W e now discuss when condition (2.36) can be satisfied. Firstly, note t.hat, 0 = 0 (2.36) is not 
possible since we assumed 9i ^ 62. Secondly, the case P < 0 c&n be reduced to the case > 0 by 
reflection at the center x = 0 of the domain: observe that by this reflection di and 62 are exchanged, 
Xb，t\l3 all change signs, then note that the order of the locations of the jump discontinuity and 
the spike are reversed so that the equation x^ = t^ + ty with y = L changes to -x^ = + ey with 
y = -L. As a result, (2.36) is transformed to 
poo roo 
-pel / w'Hy) dy + {e\ - el) / w\y){-p{y)la + 办 = 0 
J 一 00 J 一 L 
which is equivalent to (2.36). Therefore, wc shall always assume /3 > Q which is equivalent to (2.10). 
A necessary condition for (2.36) is 
< 的， 
as otherwise (2.36) implies by separating Of and on different sides of the equality 
foo roo poo 
fioj / W^{y) dy + Oj / wHy){-p{y)/a + [5) dy = Oj / w\y){-p{y)/cy + 0) dy 
Jo Jl Jl 
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p(Lo) = ^ tanh y 
From this equation Lq can be uniquely calculated. 
Recall from (2.15) that for any real number L we have defined 
m ：= r vi\yyAyVcx-f5)dy. 
Then 
/(L) — 0 as L — oo, I{L) -7.2/3 < 0 as L ^ -oo 
I{L) achieves its unique m a x i m u m among all real Lat L = Lq > 0, where /(Lq) > 0. 
I{L) is monotone increasing on (-oo, Lq). 
I{L) is monotone decreasing on (Lo,oo). 
I[L) = 0 for a unique L = LI < 0 . 
W e give an elementary interpretation of I{L) using the following two graphs. 
Figure A. The left and right figures corresponds to the following two integrals depending on L 
lively: 
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for which l.h.s. is obviously bigger than r.h.s. if di > 62 which gives a contradiction. 
W e now study (2.36) in detail. A n important observation is that the integrand of 
rOO 
Jl w\y){-p{y)/(x + P)dy 
changes sign around p{y) = afi. The function p has the following properties: 
p(0) = 0’ p{y) = w\y) > 0, p(-y) = -p(y), 
roo 
p{y) -> / lu^  dy = a{= 3) as y — 0 0 
Jo 
and f3 satisfies the inequality 
0 < /? < 1. 
(2.37) 
Thus for all 0 < < 1 there is exactly one positive y =: Lq > 0 such that p{LO)- ap = 0. Further, 
p{y) - a/? < 0 if 0 < 2/ < Lo and p(y) - a/? > 0 if y > Lq. 
To give an explicit formula for Lq, using (2.6) we compute 




I{L) is simply the linear combination of the two graphs with the weighting -P on the latter 
(note that 0 < P,f){y)/a < 1). 
Figure B. The left and right figures corresponds to I{L) for (3 = 0.2 and ft = 0.6，with maximum values 
about 0.92 and 0.17，located at about 0.26 and 0.90 respectively. As will be shown in the next section, the 
dotted lines and solid lines corresponds to unstable and stable steady states respectively. 
Therefore, the equation I{L) = c has 
two solutions if 0 < c < /(Lq), 
one solution if c — /(Lq) or - 7.2/3 < c < 0, 
no solution if c > /(Lq) or c < -7.2/?. 
(2.38) 
Because of 9i < 62 for (2.36) only the case c > 0 is relevant. Combining (2.38) with (2.36), we 
have 
1. two solutions for (2.36) if 
2. one solution for (2.36) if 
3. no solution for (2.36) if 
This shows Theorem 2.3.4. 
0 </? < 01 - el I{Lo) 
2 � ~3J~ 
P = 
0> 
01 - el I{Lo) 
两 - � I { L o ) 
20? 3.6 
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2.7 Stability Analysis II: Small Eigenvalues of the Spike near 
the Jump 




(D(a;)V'£,x)x - + = Kriju 
£ + c T II + 1 _ e c s II 6 
(2.39) 
(2.40) 
t, = Xb - tL is the center of the spike which has been determined in Theorem 2.3.4，and is given 
by (2.25). 
In particular, we investigate the small eigenvalue, i.e. we assume that Ae 0 as c —> 0. 
Let us define 
= X 
where tq and are given in (2.19) and (2.20), respectively. W e define 
Q r ：= s p a n { < o } c L 2 ( n j . 
Then it is easy to see that 
Further 
and 
+ ty) = h�y�y) + /i2,xK") + 0{e) 
= el{-p{y) + 3P) + 0{c) for -oo<y<L 
KAt" + ey) = hi’y(y) + "2’xO<) + 0(c) 
二的(—"(:V) + 3/?) + 0(c) for L < y < oo. 
Note that We,o{^) 二 + 0{e) in 1) and satisfies 
e^Aty^.n — + 巧。）+ g.s.t. = 0. 
K 
Thus satisfies 
e Aw^ 0 - ^e 0 ^ — — , t � � + e.s.t. = 0. 
Let us now decompose 
K {KY 








with complex numbers Cq, (the scaling factor c is introduced to ensure = 0(1) in J)， 
where 丄 /q^J^ 
Suppose that ||</>』…,.）=1- Then \a]\ < C. 
The decomposition of �〔implies the following decomposition of 
也=ca^^e.o + i^t = + M^)] + 功 e丄， 
where the inner expansion ipi (y) is given by 
f {D{t'十 q/)V>i’y(y))y + 2w{y)wy{y) = 0, 
[ = i>i,y{o) =-eWio) 
and the outer expansion i/>2(工）satisfies 
J - Mx) - M^) = 0, 
I V ' 2 , c c ( ± l ) = - ^ l , v ( ± O o ) . 
Integrating (2.47), we get 
^hyiv)= 
-OO <y < L, 
-Olw^{y), L < ?y < 00, 
-|0?(c。sh-4(y/2)-l)’ -OO < y < L, 
-l0l{cosh-\y/2) - I), L<y<oo. 
This implies 
V^ i’y(-oo) = 0(e), ijJi,y{oo) = 0(e). 
Integrating Vi once more, we have 
{ -^iP(y), -oc<y < L, 
Mfj)= 





in the case L > 0 and a similar result holds for L < 0. The important observation now is that 
rpi(y) is continuous at y = L. (Note that ipi,y{y) has a jump at y = L.) 
Hencc ip2 satisfies (up to order 0(e) which is included into the error term in (2.48)) 
I (D(x)t/}2,x(x))x - M ^ ) - M x ) = 0, 
1 t / ; 2 , x ( - l ) = 0 , V 2 , x ( l ) = 0 , 
which implies � = 0 ( 1 ) in //》*(fO. 
(2.51) 
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Substituting the decompositions of and Ve into (2.39)，we have, using (2.45)， 
/»2 /l? 
- + - - X,(Pj + e.s.t. = X^ea^w, 
W e first compute 
h 丨 V 
K’0)2 
I ^ T " 
+ K + e.s. 
Let us also put 
Multiplying both sides of (2.52) by w[ q and integrating over (-1,1), we obtain 
(2.52) 
(2.53) 
•h.s. = cAttto / w^ qW^ q dx 
Ka'oQ I i^y{y)fdy{l + 0{e)) 
and 
l.h.s. = -eao 
w� 
0c,0 - K W.ndx + 
W� 
/i? -1 H 
(2.54) 
=J1 + J2 + J3 + 
where i = 1,2,3, are defined by the last equality. The following is the key lemma. 
Lemma 2.7.1. We have 
Ji = - {p{L)/a - /?) + o(e) (2.55) 
(2.56) 
•J2 + 'h = o(e)’ (2.57) 
Using L e m m a 2.7.1 and comparing l.h.s. with r.h.s., we obtain 
- 4 M —吻广(/"K + 0(e) = 1.2A,a流(1 + o(l)), (2.58) 
using (2.6). Equation (2.58) shows that the small eigenvalue A^ of (2.39) satisfies 
This shows that if I'{L) is positive, the small eigenvalue A^ satisfies Re(Ae) < —ct for some c > 0 
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which is independent of e. O n the other hand, if I'{L) is negative, then for t sufficiently the system 
is unstable due to a Reduction Theorem (Theorem 8.1 of [25]). This, together with the results in 
Section 5, concludes the proof of the stability theorem for a spike near a jump. The result is given 
in Theorem 2.7.2. 
Theorem 2.7.2. The spikes near the jump have a small eigenvalue which satisfies the asymptotic 
expansion 
Ac = — 9j)I'{L) + o{c). (2.59) 
All the other eigenvalues are stable. This implies that the spike with the smaller L (the right one) 
is stable, the one with the larger L (the left one) is unstable. 
Before proving L e m m a 2.7.1, we derive the following estimate for 
Lemma 2.7.3. For e sufficiently small, we have 
丄 ll//2(nj=0(e). (2.60) 
Proof: As the first step in the proof of L e m m a 2.7.3, we obtain a relation between rp^ and 
Note that L, is invertible from (/C””丄 to (C^ e^w)丄 with uniformly bounded inverse for e small 
enough. By the fact that L^ is uniformly invertible, we deduce that 
Ut\\HHn.)=0{e). (2.61) 
Finally we prove the key lemma - Lciiiina 2.7.1. 
Proof of Lemma 2.7.1: The computation of Ji follows from the outer and inner expansions 
of h and respectively. In fact, 
/ W^Q / ->\ / 
1 i f V''^ _ �)仏'’o 办 + o � 
/
I e^ 0 ( - ' � ’ 
1 � � ’ o - K ) dx + o(e) 
=-talil [ ^u\y)wy{y) [V,i(?/) + M^b) _ "i’y(y) - h2,^{x-)] dy 
J —OO 
poo 
-ea紹人 w^{y)wy{y) [Mv) + M^b) - "i’y�-"2’“工广)]dy + o(e) 
= I ^l^^iy) {去 [也⑷ - ^ h y i y ) ] + - 6/12,xxK")]} dy 
义 一 ' 、 ) { 去 W " ) - + N-'2,X(.X+) - dy 
流 全 ⑴ 3 ( L ) ⑷ + M'-r-b) 一 - "2’x(Xb—): 
紹全ti;3(L) [{ML) + Mxb) - "1’“L+) - /i2.x(x+)] + 0(e) 
=eaUllw^L) [{h,,y{L-) - + (/^s.^Gx,") — "2’“:rf))] + o{e) 
= - e\)w\L)\p{L) — 3/?] + o{t) 
=-ta紹(ei-吻�+�(e). 
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Here we have used 
去 J M V ) - hi,y{y)] = -eiiw'^iy) — w\y)) = 0 for - o o < y < L, 
去 b P M - hi,y{y)] = -Oliw\y)-w^{y)) 二 0 for L < y < oo. 
Further, wc have applied the estimates 
V'2,xK-) = 0(1), V2,x(x+) = 0 ( 1 ) 
and the facts that is continuous ai y = L and i/'2 is continuous at x = Xfe. 
Thus we obtain (2.55). 
By (2.61) and the equation for � we have: .. 
� ( f o ) = I G{t\z)w,(l>,,Qdz 
(2.62) 
and (2.62) implies that J3 = The proof of L e m m a 2.7.1 is 
= 2 e G ( < � � e � : / : + O(e^ ) � O � . 
By (2.61), we have h = O(e^) 
finished. 
• 
Remark 1: Large eigenvalues for a spike near the jump are treated in the same way as that 
of interior spikes. Since we only need to compute ip{xb), and no derivatives of ip are required, the 
inner expansion is not needed. 
Remark 2: In view of Remark 2.6.1’ if we turn to the case with an arbitrary number of 
segments, similar results as in Section 6 and Section 7 should also hold. Indeed, we will show the 
existence of a spike near a jump for N segments in Section 9 with minimal effort. 
2.8 Existence of interior spikes for N segments 
W e now turn to the study of interior spikes for N segments. To show existence, we first compute 
the Green's function for N segments in (-1,1), where the Dirac delta distribution is located at one 
of the jumps: 
Let G{x,xi) be the Green's function which is defined as the unique solution of the problem 
{D{x)G{x, - G{x, Xi) + = 0, = Gdl，:i;i) =0， 
D,G“a:「’;ri) - Di+iGa:{x+,Xi) = 1’ G'(x-,xi) — G'(x+,xi) = 0， （2.63) 
DjG:,{xJ,Xi) - = 0’ G{x-,xi) - G{x+,xi) i, 
where 6x is the Dirac delta distribution located at Xi and -1 < < X2 < • • • < Xi < Xi+i < • • • < 
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xn-1 < 1. Let Pi be given by 
A = DiG,{x-,Xi) + (2.64) 
Further, for to ^  let G{x, io) be the Green's function defined by 
‘ {D{x)G{x, to)x)x - G{x, to) + 6to = 0’ Gx(-l,io) = «o) = 0, 
D{to)G,{to,tQ) - D{to)G,{t+,to) = 1’ G{t^,to) - G{t+,to) = 0’ 
D{xJ)G,{x-,to) - D{xpGa:{x+,to) = 0, G{x-,to) - G{x+,to) = 0, j = l,...,N-l, 
(2.65) 
where Stg is the Dirac delta distribution located at to and -1 < X] < .t2 < • • • < Xi_i < to < Xi < 
• • • < x^-i < 1. 
Our first goal is to prove results on the zeros of the derivative of the diagonal of the regular 
part of Green's function. This will imply existence or nonexistence of a spike. 
Our second goal is to determine the sign of the second derivative at such a root. This will 
answer the question of stability or instability of the spike. 
Therefore let us consider the regular part H of G. It is defined by 
-H{x,to) = G{x,to) - | e - 叫 f o r y e 
If to = Xi the regular part of G is defined by 
-n{x,y) = G{x,y)-
-<?i+i|x-xi| 
X < Xi, 
X > Xi. 
(2.66) 
2 
Then H{x,y) satisfies the elliptic differential equation 
{D{x)H,{x,y)), - H{x,y) 
In particular, if x € (xi_i,xi) then 
Note that by symmetry H{x, y) = H{y, x). Denoting the derivative with respect to the first variable 
with subscript x, and that of the second variable with subscript y, we have 
HAto,to) = Hy{to,to)^ H'{to,to) ••= = 
= Hyy{to,to), H"{to,to) = + 2H,y{to,to). 
IIxxx{io, k) = JIyyy{f-0,力0), HxzyiMh 亡0) = Uxyy{to, to), etC. 
W e try to find a solution of 
H'{to,to) = 0 with to e {xi.i,xi) 
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DiG^{x+x 
=-Pi-u DiH {xi,xi) = -Pi. 
This implies 
DiH'{xi-i,Xi-
W e consider three cases: 
By t he definition of H we have 
Theorem 2.8.1. (i) A-i > 0, A < 0. 
Stable interior spike: There exists a unique interior spike which is stable. 
(ii) Pi-i < 0, A > 0. 
Unstable interior spike: There exists a unique interior spike which is unstable. 
(in) Pi-i •Pi>0. 
No interior spike: There is no interior spike. 
This gives a complete classification of all interior intervals. 
Remark: For boundary intervals, there are two cases according to the signs of 01 and 0N-I, 
and the existence or nonexistence of a stable interior spike follows from the classification for the 
two segment case. 
Proof. Case (i) pi-i > 0, A < 0’ Stable interior spike: 
By the intermediate value theorem there exists at least one root of H'{to, to) with to e (xi_i,xi) 
such that H'{io,to) changes sign at to from negative to positive. 
W e show that for this root ir'{to,to) = 0 is impossible. W e argue by contradiction. Using 
(2.66) wc get 
Hxxx{io,to) = Hxito.to) = 0, 
Hxxy[lo, to) = Hy{to, to) = 0 
a n d s o H"'{to,to) = 0 . 
Taking the derivatives with xx then with xy in (2.66) and adding up we get 
Hxxxx + Hxxxy 一 {^ xx + x^y) — 0. 
Taking the derivatives with yy then with xy in (2.66) and adding up we get 
Hxxyy + Hxxxy " (^yy + ^xy) = 0 . 
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and then determine 沪 
H"{to,to) ••= -r2H{to,to). 
(IXQ 






1 - 2 
Taking the sum of the two previous equations gives 
Hxxxx + "^Hxxxy + Hxxyy ~ 0 
which can be rewritten as 
This is equivalent to 
{Hxx + Hxy)xx + {Hxx + Hxy)xy = 0. 
In the same way it can be shown that 
This implies H(to, to) = c which contradicts the boundary conditions -
H (xi_i,xi_i) = -/?t_i, H {xi,xi) = 
Therefore H"{to, to) = 0 is impossible. Since H' changes sign from negative to positive at to we 
necessarily have H"(to，to) > 0 and the spike at to is stable. 
W c show that there is a unique root of H'{io,io) in the interval (xi_i,xi). Assume that this 
is not the case, then there exist (at least) two such roots Xa < xj,. W e assume w.l.o.g. that 
H'{to,to) > 0 for all to with Xa < to < Xb- Then obviously we have 
H"{Xa,Xa)>0, H"{Xb,Xb)<0. 
Using (2.66) we get 
Hxx{Xa,Xa) = -^ H^{Xa,Xa) < ^ //(Xfc.Xfc) = (2.67) 
Here we have used the fact that Hx{to,to) > 0 for Xa < to < Xb. 
Using (2.66) again, we get 
Hxy{Xh,Xb) — Hxy{Xa,Xa) 
Axb,Xb) 
=/ 工’ y) dx + H^yy{x, y) dy] 
J {Xa,Xa) 
AXb,Xb) 
=/ [Hy (X, y) dx + H^ {x, y) dy] > 0 (2.68) 
since the last integrand is positive if wc choose the path from {xa,xa) to {xb,xb) sufficiently close 
to the diagonal {x,x), Xa < x < Xb-
Together (2.67) and (2.68) imply that 
H"{Xa,Xa)<H"{Xh,Xh) 
which gives a contradiction. 
To summarize, we have proved that in Case (i) there is a unique solution of H'{to,tQ) = 0 with 
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to e {xi-i,xi). Further, H"{tQ,to) > 0. By Proposition 2.4.1 there exists a unique interior spike. 
By (2.29) this spike is stable. 
This completes the proof in Case (i). 
The proofs in Cases (ii) and (iii) are similar and arc therefore omitted. • 
W e now consider the special case of three segments. A n explicit computation of the Green's 
function for (2.63) which is done in Appendix A (Section 11) yields 
T1T3 + (T1 - T3)悬 coth g2(x2 - x Q - ^ 
“ T l T 3 + ( T l + T3)^coth02(x2-a;i) + ^ ' 
TlT3+(T3-Tl)icoth02(a;2-xi)- ^ 
决 = — T 1 T 3 + ( T 1 + T 3 ) 去 c o t h 0 2 ( . T 2 -xi) + 4 ’ 
where ^ ^ -
T1 = — tanh0i(xi + 1), T3 = — tanh6'3(l - X2). 
In particular, we have the following two cases: 
Case (i) < 0 and /?2 > 0 for 
^tanh0i(xi + 1) < 
O2 
There exists a stable interior spike in the central interval. There exists no spike in either the left 
or right interval. 
Case (ii) A > • and fh < 0 for 
^tanh0i(xi + 1) > 
fh 02 
There exists an unstable interior spike in the central interval. There exists a stable spike in both 
the left or right interval. 
W e illustrate this behavior in Figures 3 and 4 for xi = -0.4, X2 = 0.4 and = 0.0001. W e 
consider the choices 二 没 3 = 1’ 没2 = ； ^ which belongs to Case (i) and = = ； ^ , = 1 
which belongs to Case (ii). 
In Case (i) we show a stable interior spike in the central interval and a stable spike near a jump. 
In Case (ii) we show a stable interior spike in one of the boundary intervals and a stable boundary 
spike. 
2.9 Existence of a spike near a jump for N segments 
W e now consider a spike near a jump for N segments. 
Let I3i be given by (2.64). 
Using A , (h, e^+i in (2.36) we get 
_ 厂 w^ dy 厂 w^ dy = - el) [ w^y) (p{y) - A 厂 w^ dz] dy. 
Jo J-00 J L \ Jo J 
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Separating > 1 on the l.h.s. and 汰 on the r.h.s. wc get 
1 />oo poo poo 
^ I 1.2 丄 . / ,..3 — / I 1 I ...2 
e? w dy / w dy = / w {y) 
y II伪 / — \ 
w [z) dz u?{z) dz j dy. 
This implies the necessary and condition condition for existence of a suitable real number L to 
solve this equality (for given ^ ^ and 成）which is given in the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.9.1. Let j3i > 0 be given by (2.64) and let 6i = Oi^i = be given by the 
neighboring diffusion constants. Then there exist spikes near the jump if and only if 





0 dz - / w^ 
Jo 




where Lq is given by 
1 pLo rOQ 
J J w\z) dz = J w^{z)dz. 
Remark. In the previous characterization the left-hand side is a function of ^  only and the right-
hand side is a function of PI only (note that L has been eliminated). This gives a simple criterion 
for existence of a spike near a jump involving only these two quantities which both come from the 
order 1 length-scale. Note that for solvability no quantities of the order c length-scale are required. 
A n example of a spike near a jump for three segments in presented in Figure 3. 
2.10 Appendix: The Green's function for three segments 
In this appendix we compute the Green's function G{x,《〇)for N = 3, i.e. in the case of two jumps 
or three segments. 
First wc consider a spike at a jump. W e solve the system (2.63) for to = X2 and N = 3. 
A 
cosh 01 (x + 1) 
cosh 0\ (xi + 1)' 
sinhd2{x --X2) 
sinh d2{x\ - X 2 ) 
‘ cosh 02 (工 - 1 ) 
•1 < X < .Xi, 
sinh62{x - xi) 
(2.69) 
X2 < X < 1, 
cosh 02 (工2 - 1)‘ 
then G{x, to) is automatically continuous at x = xi, X2 and it satisfies the Neumann boundary 
condition at x — —1 and x = 1. 
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The jump conditions of G at xi, X2 give the following linear system for {A, B)： 
1 1 1 、 B 
—tanh6'i(.x-i + 1) + — coth6'2(^o - ^i) j A 
V没1 02 sinh02(^0 - xi) (2.70) 
+ coth02(工2 - to) + ^ t a n h ^3(1 -0:2)+) B ^ 
) 02 sinh 02(2^ 2 _ 亡0) 
W e have to compute G{to,to) = B. W e get 
$2 tanh9i (xi + 1) cosh -工i) + 没i sinh^2(^2 - xi) 
02 tanh9i{xi + l)sinh^2(:2 - xi) + 6162 cosh92{x2 - xi) 
= 0 . 
B - � = 
(2.71) 
(2.72) 
+ —tanh03(l -X2). 
(h 
N o w we assume that -1 < xi <tQ < X2 < 1 , i.e. we investigate 
W e have to solve the system (2.65) for N = 3. 




cosh0i(x + 1) 
C 
cosh d\{xi + 1)' 
sinh 6*2(3：--to) 
sinh 02(工1 -to) 
丨 sinh 02 (工-- � 2 ) 
sinh 02 (^ 0 • -X2) 
,cosh 02 (工 — 1 ) 
cosh 03 (372 - 1) 
+ B 
+ c 
sinh92{x - xi) 
sinh62{x - to) 
spike in the central segment. 
—1 < X < Xi, 
Xi < X < to, 
to < X < X2, 
X2 < X < 1, 
(2.73) 
then G{x,to) is automatically continuous at a; = xi, to, X2 and it satisfies the Neumann boundary 
condition at x = -1 and x = 1. 
The jump conditions of G at xi, Iq, X2 give the following linear system for {A, B, C): 
1 \ D 
tanh (xi + 1) + — c o t h 02(^0 --xOj A 
O2 sinh 02 (^ 0 — 
= 0 ， 
•^sinh 02(xi - to) + ^ (coth 6/2(^ 0 - x'l) + coth^aCxa - to)) - ^ . , ^ / 
02 以2 02 sinh 02(^2 - to) 
= 1 ’ 
^ coth02(x2 -to) + j- tanh 03(1 — 0:2)+) C - ^ — 
02 J 02 Smh _ fo) 
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W c have to compute G{to, to) = B. W e get 
sinh^ 62(10 - xi)tanh0i(xi + l)sinh02(亡0 - xi) cosh02(^o -
(2.74) 
+ COthl92((0 - 3:1) + coth d2{x2 - to) 
^sinh^ 92{x2 - io)tanh^3(1 - ^2) + sinh02(^2 - «o)cosh02(工2 -之o) 
62 tanh^i(xi + 1) cosh 没2(^0 - xi) + 9i sinh ^ 2(^0 —工1) 
02 tanh6'i(xi + l)sinh ^ 2(^0 _ ^i) + 沒 1 cosh 02(<o 一 ^ i) 
+ 02 tanh 03(1 - X2) cosh 02(工2 _ io) + 没3 sinh 02(工2 — 亡0) 02tanh 03(1 - ;r2) sinh 02(3^ 2 -亡0) + 03cosh02(工2 — io) 
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Chapter 3 
On a compact Riemann surface 
without boundary 
3.1 Introduction 
3.1.1 The problem 
W e look for nontrivial steady states to a special case of Gierer-Meinhardt system defined on a 
compact Riemann surface without boundary 
(At = d A g A - A + ^ in<S 
{ “ , (3.1) 
[THt = DAgH -H + A^ in 5 
where A = A{p, t), H = H{p,t) > 0 represents the activator and inhibitor concentrations at a point 
p e S and at time t > 0; 
d, D >0 denotes the corresponding diffusivities; 
T denotes the time-relaxation constant; 
A g denotes the Laplace-Beltrami operator with respect to the metric tensor g. 
For convenience, we also define e and /? by d = and D = which are the parameters we 
will actually work with throughout this paper. 
W e shall consider the weak coupling case (as in [43]), i.e. we consider pairs of parameters (e,/?), 
understood in paired sequences, which satisfy c, /"i 0 (hence, d — 0 whilst D oo). 
W e further assume 
Urn fj = « > 0 (and so, (i = 0 + ) ) 
which is essential to the main effects that we give in this paper. That (5 and e are of the same 
order gives an expression F(p), which is a linear combination of the curvature and the Green's 
function showing their interaction. While k indicates the relative strength in the coupling. 
3.1.2 Motivations 
This system (3.1) is used to model morphogenesis. 
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Morphogenesis is the development of an organism from a single cell. This complex process can 
be understood by dividing it into several elementary steps, such as the change of cell shapes, cell to 
cell interaction, growth, and cell movement. One of the most important of these elementary steps 
is the formation of a spatial pattern of cell structure, starting from an almost homogeneous cell 
distribution. 
Turing in his pioneering work in 1952 [31] proposed that a patterned distribution of two chemical 
substances, called the morphogens, could trigger the emergence of such a cell structure. He also 
gives the following explanation for the formation of the morphogenetic pattern: It is assumed that 
one of the morphogens, the activator, diffuses slowly and the other, the inhibitor, diffuses much 
faster. In the mathematical framework of a coupled system of reaction-diffusion equations with 
very difTerent diffusion coefficients lie shows by linear stability analysis that the homogeneous state 
may be unstable. In particular, a small perturbation of spatially homogeneous initial data may 
evolve to a stable spatially complex pattern of the morphogens. 
Since the work of Turing, a lot of models have been proposed and analyzed to explore this 
phenomenon, which is now called Turing instability, and its implications for the understanding 
of various patterns more fully. One of the most famous of these models is the Gierer-Meinhardt 
system ([10, 21]), which is the system we study. 
In domains with zero curvature (i.e. domains in R"’ notably only n = 1,2 have been significantly 
researched), there are various results for this system (for example see [41，42’ 43’ 44’ 36’ 32, 26’ 
25’ 16’ 15，5]) However, there arc few results, if any, that deals with a curved domain, and perhaps 
the most important physically interesting domain is the 2-dimensional Riemann surface. This 
may correspond to any membrane structure, e.g. cell, in which Gierer-Meinhardt system correctly 
models the physical phenomenon in such structures. 
In previous works on two-dimensional flat domains, various authors showed that as c -> 0 
the pattern exhibits a "point condensation phenomenon". By this we mean that these peaks 
become narrower and narrower and eventually shrink to the set of points itself. In fact, their spatial 
extension is of the order 0(c). W e also say that the solutions of the spikes "concentrate" at the set 
of points. Furthermore, we remark that the m a x i m u m value of activator and inhibitor, respectively, 
diverges to +oo. 
In this paper we also construct a spike solution, but on a Riemann surface. W e explicitly 
give a rigorous construction of single-peaked stationary states by using the powerful method of 
Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction. Locally in a normal neighborhood of a point, this enables us to reduce 
the iiifinitodiineiisional problem of finding an equilibrium stale to ( G M ) to the finitodiinensioiial 
problem of locating the point at which the spikes concentrate. 
The most interesting point of this paper is that we give the criterion for existence and stability 
explicitly in terms of a function on the surface defined as a linear combination of the Gaussian 
curvature function and a Green's function. In [43] and related work, it was found that the Green's 
function plays a main role. However, in our case, the Gaussian curvature of the surface comes into 
a direct interaction (compensation or competition) with the Green's function to affect the existence 
and stability of spikes. 
Moreover, as our analysis reveals, one sees that the existence and, especially, the stability 
problem requires a refined approximation of the shape of the spike thai uses information from the 
Gaussian curvature function in an explicit manner. In contrast, results in the flat domain case only 
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needs a rescaled canonical spike that is somewhat less dependent on the surface geometry. 
3.1.3 The geometrical setting 
W e shall need an intrinsic way of fixing a chart of local coordinates so as to discuss the metric 
tensor and the Laplace-Beltrami operator conveniently. It will enable a rapid application of power 
series expansions essential especially for our asymptotic analysis. 
It is a fundamental fact that for a smooth surface, we can always fix a normal neighborhood 
around any given point. For simplicity, we always choose geodesic balls. Indeed, let p e S , and let 
Bg{p,S) := {qeS\ dg{p,q)<6} 
where dg{p, q) denotes the geodesic distance from p to q. 
Let TpS be the tangent plane to S at p, and given an orthonormal basis {ei(p), e2(p)} of TpS, 
we can obtain, via the exponential m a p expp : TpS S, a natural correspondence (xi,x2) q = 
expp(xiei(p) + X2e2ip)). To give an explicit chart, let us denote Ep : R^ TpS to be the m a p 
Ep(xi,x2) 二 -"J^ iciOo) + X2e2{p)- Then there is a maximal (^p > 0 such that 
Ep-i o e x p广 : B g ( p ,〜 ) 4 B(0,Sp) C 
is a diffcoiiiorphisni. Moreover, since S is compact, we actually have an injectivity radius ig > 0 
(as the minimum of these <J's over the whole surface) so that 
^ P := B - ^ o c x p � ^ : Bg{p,ig) — B(0,ig) (3.2) 
is a diffeomorphism for every p E S. Said differently, we have that the geodesic bail Bg{p,ig) is 
always contained in the cut-locus of p. W e let S := ig/2 and we shall consider sets like Bg{p, 5), 
and B{0,S/c) frequently. This natural chart Xp is called the (geodesic) normal coordinates 
about p. Note that the exponential m a p is smooth (C°°), and so is Xp. 
Moreover, since the tangent bundle T S has a. natural differentiable structure, and so does the 
basis {ei(p)’e2(p)} of TpS, and thus any smooth function defined on S by means of the normal 
coordinates varies diflereiitiably with p as well as the coordinates {xi,X2). 
Let us also define xs to be a smooth cut-off function which is equal to 1 on and 0 on 
and define XdA^) = Xd{Xp{q)) on Bg{p, ig) plus zero extension outside. So X8,p is a 
smooth cut-off function on the surface which is equal to 1 on Bg{p,6) and 0 on S\Bg{p,ig). 
3.1.4 Notations 
Next, we introduce some notational conventions. Roughly speaking, our discussion will involve two 
types of functions, those defined on S and those defined on (or their subsets) respectively. 
For brevity and clarity in the presentation, let us make the convention that we will always use 
p and q to denote points on S and y = (yi’2/2) to the mean rescalcd normal coordinates on 
denoting a vector on the tangent plane to p, where the choice of p should be clear in the context. 
(Sometimes we also use r and z, usually as the d u m m y variable in integration when p, q and y 
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respectively have been used). Moreover, we shall always keep the relation 
y = x/t 
and if 7 e Bg{p,ig), maintain that 
a; = Xp{q) 
where x = (xi,x2). 
W e make these conventions s 
to time. Hence, if u is a function 
s to avoid repetitively mentioning change of variable from time 
«S, then u{y) will mean u{X-^{ey)), where p should be specified 
in the context. O n the other hand, if u is a function on then will mean u{Xp{q)/e). 
In some cases, it will also be desirable to specify a change of variable within the same line by 
the following notation: 
e^AgU = Ag’yU 
=Au + ... 
This is the main ease that uses this notation: on the left, the singularly perturbed Laplace-Beltrami 
operator is applied on a function u on defined on S, and the assumed variable is q; while on the 
right, u = u(y), as mentioned above, means u(X~^{ey)), with Ag^y being the local form of the 
Laplace-Beltrami operator in (rescaled by e_i) coordinates, and A is the Laplace operator for 
functions on E? with the trailing terms in ellipsis (...) referring to terms in the local expansion 
which we will give explicitly in Section 3.2. 
3.1.5 The Gaussian curvature and a Green's function 
111 Rieinaiiiiian geometry, the sectional curvature, by definition, has a relation with the curvature 
tensor expressible by: & & 
^ijij = 巧 ） ( 妬 彻 - 办 卯 ） 
where gij and Rikji denotes the metric tensor and the Riemann curvature tensor with respect to a 
local coordinate respectively, and ^(gf-, denotes the sectional curvature on the vector space 
generated by the coordinate fields 奈 and 务 . 
Since we only consider surfaces, the only 2-dimensional subspacc of TpS, trivially, is itself, and 
so we have only one sectional curvature, which coincides with the classical Gaussian curvaturc 
function. Thus one can easily use Bianchi identities to obtain： 
Rikji = J<{gij9ik - guOjk) 
where K now denotes the classical Gaussian curvature function on the surface, which is independent 
of the choice of basis of the tangent plane. 
Following the approach in [43], we also introduce a Green's function Go : SxS\{{p,q) e SxS : 
p = g} — R uniquely defined by 
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where dug denotes the Riemannian measure with respect to the metric g and the integration is with 
respect to the variable q. (For basic properties and a constructive proof of its existence, see [2]) 
Next, we denote 
27r dg[p,q) 
and 
尺o(P’g) := Hq{p, q) - Go(p,q) 
to be the singular and regular (smooth) part of Gq. Denote also R(p) = RO(p,P). 
N o w we proceed to define a function on the surface that is essential for our existence and stability 
results. Let F : 5 —> M be a function defined by .. 
F(p) := ciK(p) + c2R(p) 
where i ci 
C1--J {w'fr'dr, = / u?dy� 
and w ' = � is the radial derivative. 
The gradient and the Hessian of a function on S would be denoted by VF and V ^ F respectively. 
Let us write and 
M ( p ) = (V'F(p)) (3.4) 
Here M(p) is a 2 x 2 matrix with components j, fc = 1,2. 
Remark. M{p) will be evaluated by help of a normal coordinate system but the eigenvalues of 
M (and hence its negative-definiteness which we will assume) will be independent to the choice 
of coordinates. Moreover, the entries of M varies differentiably with p because the basis of the 
tangent plane TpS, namely{ei(p),e2(p)}, is chosen to vary differentiably with p. 
3.1.6 Statement of our main results 
W e shall construct an approximate steady state to (3.1). To this end, we need the so-called canonical 
spike solution. Let w denote the unique radially symmetric solution to the following problem: 
It is well known that 
Aw - w + w^ = 0, w>0, i n 耿2 
w(0) = maxw(:t/), w{y) -> 0, as \y\ oo (3.5) 
For existence and uniqueness of the solutions of (3.5) we refer to [11] and [18]. 
Throughout this paper, we will always use w to denote this fixed function. W e art 
state our first result concerning existence of a single spike solution with position dependir 
(3.6) 
ready to 
s; on both 
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the curvature and the Green's function mentioned above. 
Theorem 3.1.1. Let po be a non-degenerate critical point of F{p). Then there exists cq > 0 such 
that for all c 6 (0’eo)，the problem 
ie'^/^gA- A + ^ =0, A>0 in 5 
< , H (3.7) 
+ = H > 0 in 5 
admits a solution {A^.H^), with A^ centered at some p^ e B{po,S). The solution is exponentially 
small outside B(pe,6) C S and for q e B{p^,S), we have the following asymptotic formula: 
HM = €e(l + 0(e2)) 
where《《 〜—丨丨：二2 + log Also, pe — po as t 0. 
Next we study the stability of the solution constructed in Theorem 3.1. 
to study the following eigenvalue problem 
' / \ Hj^ � - V ' e + 2AM I - ‘ 
To this end, we need 
(3.8) 
where is the solution constructed Theorem 3.1.1 and A^ belongs to the set of complex 
numbers, sincere is not self-adjoint. 
W e say that {A„H,) is linearly stable if the spectrum a{/：,) of lies in the left half plane 
{A 6 £ ： Re (A) < 0}. {A^, H,) is called linearly unstable if there exists an eigenvalue A, of C^ 
with Re (Ae) > 0. 
Our second main result, which is on stability, is stated as follows. 
Theorem 3.1.2. Let po be a nondegenerate local maximum point of F, is a negative 
definite 2-hy-2 matrix). Then for c sufficiently small, the (A^JI^) constructed in Theorem 3.1.1 
whose peaks approach po is linearly stable. 
3.2 Some Preliminaries 
3.2.1 Some properties of w and the study of two nonlocal eigenvalue 
problems (NLEPs) 
Let w be the unique solution of (3.5). In this section, we study some properties of ly as well as two 
NLEPs. 
Let 
Lod) = A0 - 0 + 2w(f), 0€//2(]r2) (3.9) 
W e first recall the following well-known result: 
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Lemma 3.2.1. The eigenvalue problem 
Lo(j> = /X0, (pe i/2(]R2) (3.10) 
admits the following set of eigenvalues 
/il > 0, /i2 = = 0, //4 < 0，... • 
The eig en function corresponding to the eigenvalue 0 can be made positive and radially symmetric; 
the space of eigenfunctions corresponding to the eigenvalue 0 is 
{ dw dw 1 
Proof. This lemma follows from Theorem 2.1 of [19] and L e m m a C of [24]. 
Next, wc consider the following nonlocal eigenvalue problem: 
L(t> := A(f> - (t> + 2w<j> - yJf^w^ = Ao0, <p 6 (3.11) 
where 7 = , , /z > 0 and r > 0. 1 + tAo 
Problem (3.11) plays the key role in the study of large eigenvalues (Section 6 below). 
N o w we show: 
Theorem 3.2.2. Let 7 = 1 + � � � e r e /x > 0, r > 0 and let L be defined by (3.11). 
(1) Suppose that // > 1. Then there exists a unique r = ri > 0 such that for r < ti, (3.11) 
admits a positive eigenvalue, and for r > ri, all nonzero eigenvalues of problem (3.11) satisfy 
Re{\) <0. Atr = n, L has a Hopf bifurcation. 
(2) Suppose that ^  < 1. Then L admits a positive eigenvalue Aq > 0. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2.2: 
Theorem 3.2.2 will be proved by two lemmas below. 
Lemma 3.2.3. If fi < I, then L has a positive eigenvalue Aq > 0 
Proof. By arguments similar to [6] or [45], wc may assume that is a radially symmetric function, 
namely, 0 € = {« e = Let Lq be given by (3.9). Then by L e m m a 2.1 
Lo is invertible in H^iR^). Let us denote the inverse as L q K By L e m m a 3.2.1’ Lq has a unique 
positive eigenvalue It is easy to sec that Aq + ".1 since /形 w^q > 0. 
Then Aq > 0 is an eigenvalue of (3.11) if and only if it satisfies the following algebraic equation: 
又 ^ = 1 ^人2丨 ( (丄。-入。 )〜2圳 . (3.12) 
Equation (3.12) can be simplified further to the following 
p(Ao) ：= ((" - 1) - tAo) I + "Ao [ [((Lo - Xq)-^w)w] = 0. (3.13) 
J R^ JB? 
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Note that p(0) = (//-!) /尺2 < 0. O n the other hand, as Ao — /^ i’ Ao < A^ i, we have /尺2((【0 -
—> +00 and hcnce /;(Ao) +00. By continuity, there exists a Aq € (0’/!i) such that 
p(Ao) = 0. Such a positive Aq will be an eigenvalue of L. • 
Next we consider the case ^  > 1. As in [6], we may consider radially symmetric functions only. 
By Theorem 1.4 of [36], for r = 0 (and by perturbation, for r small), all eigenvalues lie on the left 
half plane. By [6], for r large, there exist unstable eigenvalues. 
Note that the eigenvalues will not cross through zero: in fact, if Aq = 0, then we have 
which implies that 
and hence by L e m m a 3.2.1 
Jr2� 
LoOf>-Jp^w�=0 
<f> -/if^w e Ko. 
This is impossible since (j) is radially symmetric and 4> � cw for all ce R. 
Thus there must be a point ri at which L has a Hopf bifurcation, i.e., L has a purely imaginary 
eigenvalue a = v/^o：/. To prove Theorem 3.2.2 (1), all we need to show is that ri is unique. That 
is 
Lemma 3.2.4. Let // > 1. Then there exists a unique ri > 0 such that L has a Hopf bifurcation. 
Corollary. Let Aq = y/^ai be an eigenvalue of L. Without loss of generality, we may assume 
that ai > 0. (Note that -y/^aj is also an eigenvalue of L.) Let (f>Q = {Lq - Then 
(3.11) becomes 
f/i2 W(f>o 1 + r^/^a/ 
Let (h = + 
Ir2 一 fJ. 
Then from (3.14), we obtain the two equations 
�R2 w � = 1 
Jr2 — 
IR2 W^IQ = ^ 
:Ir2 - fx . 
Note that (3.15) is independent of T. 
Let us now compute • Observe that (0q , </)q) satisfies 
Lo(l)o = u? - aj(j>Q, Lo(/)J = 
So (j)Q = aJ^Lo(l)o and 
K = cci{Ll + = Lo(L2 + 







Let hiaj) 二 V I � ) � Then integration by parts 
- 2 2 




h{ai) — 0 as aj — oo, and n > 1，there exists a unique a/ > 0 such that (3.18) holds. Substituting 
this unique ai into (3.19), we obtain a unique r = ri > 0. 
Theorem 3.2.2 now follows from L e m m a 3.2.3 and L e m m a 3.2.4. 
3.2.2 Local expansion of the Laplace-Beltrami operator 
W e state a few results that extracts essential geometrical information for our main theorems whose 
derivations are quite involved. The full proofs are collected in the appendix Section 3.6. 
The following results exhibit the Laplace-Beltrami operator in power series with explicit coeffi-
cients in terms of the Gaussian curvature or its derivatives. The existence result (Theorem 3.1.1) 
depends on the O(c^) terms, while the stability result (Theorem 3.1.2) depends on the O(c^) terms. 
Proposition 3.2.5. Let u e and p e «S a fixed point. Then we have the following local 
expansion of the Laplace-Beltrami operator around p in rescaled normal coordinates y = (yi，y2).. 
全 糊 + •(•/^ (p) . yy + {Q[u]-2P[u]){y) 
+ -K\p)\y\\' iSQ[u]-4P[u]){y) 
(3.20) 
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2 d^u „ d^u 
du du 
=？/173— + ^ 2； ^ 
(hji dy2 
y! 1 ? , 视 ( p ) du dK, , du (p)-2 dxi dyi dx2 dy2 
dK ,�du dK , � d u � 
-ymi-^ip)-
Ii2[u]{y)：= 
dx2 dyi dxi dy2 
.d^K. . d^K , � � f y j - yl du 
f ,、 d'^K ,, 
2 dy, 
vl - yl du 






W e also mention here a side result from the derivation of the above expansion, namely, the 
volume element dvg = \/\^\dx with respect to the metric gij in rescaled coordinates y is: 
= 1 
5|,.|5> +omy\ 




To calculate some integrals, we would occasionally convert rectangular coordinates to polar 
coordinates. Let y = {r cos 6, r sin 6). Then, 




In particular, {Q - 2P) [u]= 
Proof. Direct calculation. 
if u — u{r) is radially symmetric. 
3.2.3 An auxiliary Green's function and first approximation 
W c shall later on multiply our second equation in (3.1) by so it is useful to define another 
related Green's function Gp. 
Let Cp :S X S\{{p, q) eS xS : p = g} — R be the unique Green's function defined by 
ApG>(p, q) - q) + = 0’ in 5 (3.23) 
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Then wc can derive a relation between G p and Go as follows. From (3.23) we get 
Set _2 
Then we have 
^gGp - - 由 + = 0 in S, 
's 
N o w by (3.3) and (3.24)，we see that 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
in the operator norm of 
The above is enough for our existence results. However, for our stability results, we need 
further refinement of our estimate of G g which ascertains that the OiO"^) terms gives no effect o 
the main results. 
Let Gi be defined by 
Note that 
AgGi{x,z)-Go{x,z) = 0, j Gi{x,z)dx = 0 
= / Go{x,y)Go{y,z)dfig{y) 
J s 
•丨P 力 。 + 丨I-斤) 
(3.26) 
(3.3), (3.24) and (3.26) imply that 
G(i{x,0 = G�(:r，0 + + 
in the operator norm of 1/^(5) -> Hence 
Gp{x, 0 = ^ + 0- + (x, 0 + (3.27) 
in the operator norm 
W e shall be dealing with the Green's functions GQ and Gp on geodesic balls Bg{p,S) in terms 
of rescaled coordinates y. Let us define explicitly 
( V X V ) (3.28) 
( V x V ) (3.29) 
( V X V ) (3.30) 
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(3.31) 
Let p e S. Then, we define the first approximate solut ion (a function on R^ which will be rcscaled 
back and mapped onto a normal neighborhood of 5), WQ, to be the unique radially symmetric 
solution to (for reasons that will be evident in subsequent development): 
WQ 
Ati)o _ Wo "I ；;； : 7 — 
27r 
where r = \y\, w“ = � . 
Let us briefly justify its existence. Since the linearized operator of the canonical spike equation 
(3.5), A-l + 2w considered as a linear mapping from into (the restriction of //^(R^) 
and L2(]R2) to radially symmetric functions) is invertible with a bounded inverse, it follows by the 
Implicit Function Theorem applied to these functions spaces, that (3.32) has a unique solution 
when e is small enough. Furthermore, it follows immediately that ||i«o - (R2) = O(f^). 
Let us rewrite the equation in the following convenient form: 
Awo - Wo + 
where 
ho := log WQ{z)dz 
(3.32) 
(3.33) 
is obviously radially symmetric. It is also bounded. To see this, note that 
/R2 




log \y - z\wQ{z)dz + C I log \y 
JB{y,\) 
\ 3 
‘log rdr = -C 
2 
3.2.4 Estimating the amplitude of the spike 
In this session, we approximate the amplitude of our constructed spike solution such that we can 
perform the rescaling (a,/i) = 丹），where is chosen so that the m a x h and m a x a are 
BgM Bg(p,5) 
both 0(1). 
With the rescaling, we can obtain the following system which will be also more convenient to 
both our existence and stability analysis: 
e^Aga - a + ^ = 0 a > 0 in 5 
A J i - (fk + (P。a? = 0 > 0 in 5 
(3.34) 
A n important idea in this section is that the activator and inhibitor amplitude should be in 
the same order. W e describe it more precisely below by looking for a leading-order asymptotic 
statement about the amplitude of the spike solution we are constructing, which will be valid for 
e -> 0. 
Recall that xs has been defined to be a smooth cut-off function which is equal to 1 on B{0,5) 
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and 0 on M.'^\B{0,ig). Then let us assume that a spike solution {A^, H^ 
neighborhood Bg{p,ig) satisfies the ansatz: 
of (3.7) in the normal 
I M < } ) 〜 秘 训 ） i n S 
Note that H ^ by the defining equation (3.7) satisfies 
then by our Green's function (3.23) and our ansatz (3.35), we solve 
(3.35) 
Hcip) = jsG0{j>,q)0"e#i(^Xp(^q)MxV<q�dMq) 
2f2 - Gp{p,q)wl{Xp{q)/e)dVg{q) + 
JB{0,6) 
=c'/^'e? / GV?’p(0’ ty)wl{y)^\9\{cy)dy + e.s.t. 
by the change of variables x = Xp{q) and y = x/e and using x<5 = 1 on B ( 0 , a n d the exponential 
decay of w. 
Using the expansions of Gp (3.25) and the estimate for the volume element (3.21), we obtain 
f e ? / ty)wl{y) vM^riy 
JB{0,S/t) 
2o2 c 2 e f s I 
M 







since i? as a function on a compact domain is bounded. 
By setting Ce = wc get 
1 = / 秘 彻 ) 办 + log*"- (3.36) 
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1 + OiVe) 
rk �=伊log! 
ZTT t 
In conclusion, we obtain 
。 、 ” 二 L 办 ( 一 ) ) (3.37) 
Remark 3.2.7. Apparently, I depends on the choice of p, but in fact, we will fix a location p^ which 
depends on c in the next section. In the subsequent sections, we shall occasionally need the defining 
equation of ^ ^ which we write down separately below: •+ 
1 = i � f Gp{p„q)wliq)dvg{q) (3.38) 
Js 
The analysis in this section calculates the height of the peaks under the assumption that their 
shape is given. In the next two sections we provide a rigorous proof for the existence of equilibrium 
states. 
3.3 Existence 
W e prove in this section our first result, Theorem (3.1.1). For any function u e let Tp[u] 
denote the unique solution to the second equation of (3.34): 
Agh - + inS 
Note that TQ is linear and using (3.23)，we can write down the solution by the formula: 
Tp[u\[q) = (Ht [ Gp{q,r)u{r)dvg{r) (3.39) 
Js 
Therefore, to solve the rescaled system (3.34), it suffices to find the zero of the operator S^ :. 
H^{S) — L2(5) defined by 
Sc{u] := e ^ A g U - u + j ^；— (3.40) 
Let us now define our approximate solution to (3.40) to be 
jwo{XM/^)X6{XM) in B,{p,i,) 
acAq) := < (3.41) 
(0 in 
and define 〜’p = T/jfa^ p]. (Recall WQ is defined at (3.32)) 
Remark 3.3.1. The definition of a^^p is essentially the a curvature-perturbed canonical spike WQ 
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rescaled and put on a normal neighborhood around p and the result in this section shows that 
this approximation is already sufficient for deriving existence results. However, we will need to 
refine the approximate solution by adding more terms explicitly depending on the curvature and 
the Green's function to obtain a stable spike. 
W e now proceed to find an exact solution that can be asymptotically approximated by a^^p. To 
this end, we use the well-known Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction procedure to reduce the problem to 
finding the location p^ for which this can be achieved. 
3.3.1 Key estimates 
By (3.38), we already know /ie,p(p) = 1’ but we would also like to estimate hc,p{q) for q 6 Bg{p, 5). 
To this end, we calculate via our Green's function (3.23) and its expansion up to 0{(3'^ ) (3.25), 
K,p{q) = "e’p(P) + KM - KpiP) • 
= l + / {Gp{q,v) - Gi3{p,r))al^{r)dvg{r) 
Js 
= l + / (Go(g’r)-Go(p’r))t/;财p⑷/e)〜r) + e.s.i. 
JB,(P,5) 
= 1 + [ (G'o(g,r) - Go{p,r))wl{Xp{q)/c)dVg{r) + 
= 1 + � ( f (Go,p(ey, tz) - Go,p(0, cz)) X 
,2/32 
l + ^ e h f l o g ( 丄 
V27r '3(0,6/1) \27r \y - z\ 
+«o,p(cy, tz) - cz)) wl{z)dz + 0(e4) 
=i+P^TT^ f ^ o g + 
= 1 + + t0'\S\ y . V,Ro{q, r)!^^^^^ + O(e^) 
changing variables by 2 二 JVp(r)/e’ y = Xp{q)/e and using boundedness of RQ and the estimate of 
the volume element (3.22) to obtain the last expression. Also recall the definition of ho from (3.33). 
Thus wc have the following estimate, which we state as a lemma: 
Lemma 3.3.2. Let p be fixed. Then for q e Bg{p,6), we have the expansion: 
Kiq) = 1 + P^ho{Xpiq)/e) + e/^^l^l {Xp{q)/c) . VR{p) + 0(e4) (3.42) 
where ho is bounded and radially symmetric, and V/?(/>) = 2 Vq7?.o(r/, 
In particular, = 1 exactly, while h^,p{q) = e.s.t. if q e S\Bg{p, S). 
Next we estimate <Se[ae’p]. Using the above expansion (3.42), the expansion of c^Ag in rescaled 
coordinates y at (3.20), and the equation of WQ (3.32), 
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Sc[aeJ = 'A, + 
= A W Q - WO + W'R 
丨 -p'ho{y)wl{y) - e/^Pl^ V/?(p) -ywUy) 
+ 丨 4) 
. y wliy) - .yrw'M + •丑“叫⑷ 
where WQ = � , s i n c e wo{y) = and we used L e m m a 3.2.6’ and actually in 0(e4|y|4) contains 
an even term which will give only constants when we do the reduced problem. 
Thus we have derived the following key estimate 
Lemma 3.3.3. For q e Bg{p,6), let y = Xp{q)lf., then 
V/?(p). ywliy) - . yrw'M + + 0(e4|y|4) (3.43) 
where the e^ term is odd in y, but e^ term. in y. 
з.3.2 The finite dimensional reduction 
W e define a special inner product by which we discuss orthogonality for our reduction process. For 
и,ve (that is e.s.t. outside Bg{p,S)), let〈.’ \ be defined by 
{U'U), „ := 
'B(0,S/i 
(3.44) 
where u, v is understood to be their restrictions on Bg{p,S). Also let \\-\\ denote the induced 
norm. 
Remark 3.3.4. ||w||, p = 0 does not correspond to a unique w = 0 € but rather its restriction 
on Bg{p,S) = 0. This defines an equivalence class and we understood likewise the inner product 
〈.，•〉€ p to hold this way. In particular, we are only interested in functions which is exponentially 
small outside Bg{p,6), so this definition should serve our purpose validly. 
Apart from being local to the point p, a notable difference with the natural inner product of 
H'^{S) is the lack of the Ricmannian volume element 
For 7 = 1, 2, define 
ziM 
So〈幻,p’恭〉= /B(0,./c)载载办=0’ and \\ZUl 
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Next, we define our approximate kernel and cokernel as 
..in H^S) W e then let K^p and C^p denote the orthogonal complement with respect to〈•’•>” 
and respectively. 
Now, we study a linear operators: the linearized operator of S�. let Z-e^ p ： W^iS) 
defined by 
Li’p(t> •• = s'^ K,p] (f) 
2 . 2a, ,2 
KP 兮P 
where = T^fa^J, V = 
Let TTe,p denote the projection in onto C“. W e are going to show that the equation 
TTe.p o 5e[ae,p + 0] = 0 (3.46) 
has the unique solution <f>t,p € K ^ ^ provided e is small enough. 
Set /々 ’p : K^p — by 
Lt’p(t> = (TTe.p o Lqp) 0 (3.47) 
to be the corresponding linearized operator. 
As a preparation, in the following we give two propositions which shows the invertibility of L^^p. 
Proposition 3.3.5. There exists cq > 0 and a C > 0 such that for any p e S and for any 
t e ( 0 , e o ) , 
for any 0 G 
Proof. W e attempt a proof by contradiction. Assume there are sequences tk 0, pk e S such that 
Pk -> Po, (k e K�pk with 110^11^2(5) = 1. but ||/'£fc’pfc(^jfc||L2(s) 4 0. Written in full, we have 
仏 g 小 k + - = n + fl (3.48) 
where fl € fi € C ; ’ p J | / f c i ⑷ — • ， h … = a n d � = 
Let us decompose 4>k = (h ’ i+(k ’2 , where (j)k,\ = {xs。Xp^) • Then from the equation (3.48), 
we have 
e^Ag<f)k,2 - (f>k,2 = o(l) in S\Bg{pk,6) 
<i>K2 = 0 on Bg{pk,6) 
and so (j)k,2 = o(l) in lP{S). 
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Now, supp<pk,i = Bg{pk,ig)- W e can take the local chart about pk and switch to the variable 
y = Xp^{q)/(.. Then (j>k,i considered as a function in y belongs to and by a standard 
procedure we extend it to a function on with ||<^ fc，i||^ 2(R2) < C ||<^fc’i ||好2(召(0 5")) 
Let us consider 4>k,\ — 4>i (up to a subsequence) in then 
e e .义2 cj>^dy = 0’ j = 1’ 2} = Ko丄 
Also, using the expansion of h^ (3.42) and the boundedness of h�, we get 1. Next we calculate 
2 愧 / 
s 
条 + 去丨。g + 风 e f c y ，…) )—咖 2 
'S(0，(5Afc) 
= 2 � — 2 ) f t ) � 1 ) /r2 W^{z)dz 
Hence, with the knowledge of the expansion of e^Ag in (3.20), and taking fc — 00, we obtain 
from (3.48) the limiting problem 
A如 - 0〗 + 2 — 1 - 乂 气 2 , Co丄 (3.49) 
where Co := span 
载 ’ j = 1,2|, and Cq, Kq denote the orthogonal complement with respect 
to the inner product of in the spaccs CQ and KQ respectively. 
Since for LQ := A - 1 + 2w, LQW = W"^, hence (3.49) can be rewritten as 
^fji2w{z)(f>i{z)dz \ , 
(pi - ~ w € CQ (3.50) 
Now, by L e m m a [2.1], we have LQ is invertible from K^ to CQ, SO 
Jj^,w{z)(j>{z)dz 
- 2 — 7 y T T � } ~ w = 0 
Multiplying by w and integrating, one sees that 
/ w{z)(/)i{z)dz = 0 
so 二 0 which is a contradiction since our assumption ||<;HI//2(s) = 1 implies ||<^ i||//2(r2) > 0 . • 
Proposition 3.3.6. There exists C2 > 0 such that for all e e (0’e2)，Le.p is surjective for any 
pes. 
Proof. Similar argument as in the proof of Proposition 4.3 in [43) and the above. • 
By the above two propositions we have that L、p : K �卩 — C ^ ^ is invertible and let us call the 
inverse Ljl. N o w we are in a position to solve the equation (3.46) by a fixed point argument. 
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Indeed, we apply to (3.46), and regrouping we can write 
�=-(Lrj o 7re,p)(5Ja,,p]) - ( L " ^ 。 n j N J � Y ) = ⑷ (3.51) 
where 
ATqp ⑷ = + 利 - -
and the operator Me,p is defined by (3.51) for � e W e are going to show that the operator 
Me’p is a contraction on 
’ D,,r, = {(f>eH\S)\\\<l>\\„^s)<v} (3.52) 
if 77 is small enough. W e have by L e m m a 3.3.3 and Propositions 3.3.5 and 3.3.6 that 
mMWHHS) < C-dlTTe.p。iVe’p⑷||L2⑷ + I K c p 。 办 ⑷ ） 
< C{c{r^)v + 0{t')) • 
where C > 0 is independent of r/ > 0 and c(r/) — 0 as 7/ 0. Similarly we can show 
IIMqp⑷-Me，p(0')||H2(s) < Cc(r,)||0 — <(>'\\H2(S) 
where c(r/) —> 0 as r/ 0. If we choose r/ and t small enough, then M、p is a contraction on B q . 
The existence of a fixed point 0c,p plus an error estimate now follows from the Contraction Mapping 
Principle. Moreover 0e,p is a solution of (3.51). W e have thus proved 
Proposition 3.3.7. There exist eo > 0 such that for all t € (0,eo), and for arbitrary pe S, there 
exists a unique 诊e’p € K^^^ satisfying + 於e’p] e CU、p and 
< Ce^ (3.53) 
Remark 3.3.8. The whole argument structure of this Section is actually insensitive to the par-
ticular choice of the approximate solution ac’p. In fact, we only need S"e[ae’p] = o(l) (and 5t € 
C"1(//2(«S)’L2(«S))) for the main conclusions to hold. W e will refine our approximate solution and 
the arguments in this action still holds with even better estimates. 
3.3.3 The reduced problem 
By Proposition 3.3.7’ for cach p G 5, we have 
for c small enough. Now, to solve the equation 
a pe such that 
I + <!>(.,p] = 0 exactly, we have to further choose 
This is a finite dimensional problem and putting in the big picture, we are looking for a point e S 
at which constructing a single spike there is possible. The main contribution in the solution of the 
existence problem is that wc show the location to be close to a critical point oi F = ciK + C2R. 
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To this end, let us define a vector field VK^ : <S —> R^ by 
e JB{0,5/t) oyj 
and W^{p) = (H/e’i(p),H^ t’2(P)) in accordance with our inner product and approximate kernel 
defined at (3.44) and (3.45) respectively. Note that W^ is continuous on S, and we would like to 
find a zero to W^. 
W e now calculate the asymptotic expansion of Wej{p ) � 
^eAP) = h ! ^^ { X � 1 (ey)) {y)x5{cy) 
^ JB(0,6/e) Oyj 
+ 4 [ (•5>e，p]0e’p) {X-\ey))p^{y)dy + 0{e') 
^ JB(o,6/t) oyj 
= / l + /2 + 0(c2) . 
where I\ and I2 are defined at the last equality in an obvious manner. 
Using our key estimate (3.43), since p{y) (the term) and the terms are even in 
y, using symmetries, we calculate 
= -PfL，遍 8孟， 
- I 厂 ( • 机 P)-y ( Q - 2 P ) M ( y ) + ^ d r + 
O Jo Ofji 
N o w 
JR^ oVi 
dR, . C �dw 1 � ， 、 
= 4 尝 ⑷ / r 广 2 ⑷ 办 + 0(一） 
using L e m m a 3.7.1. Next, by L e m m a 3.7.2, wc have 
r (V/^b) • y (Q - 2P) K ] ( y ) + R i l w o M )》 d r 
Jo OVi 
3 冗 服 ’ 、 r 3“,,,、2A 1 八,'2、 
Together wc have 
= J {wrdT + 0{ 
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This is our main term. Next, we compute: 
= 1 
dwQ 






A dwo � d w Q „ 
8yj hip 
where = SB{o,6/e) O 0 2 w o ^ d y . 
In conclusion we get, 
W , = VF(p) + o(l) 
Here o(l) is a continuous function of p which goes to 0 as e — 0. 
At po, we have VF(po) = 0, det (y'^Fipo)) — 0. (Note that as explained in Section 3.1.3, 
det(V^F(po) is independent of the choice of tangent, plane basis and the entries of VF(p) in local 
coordinates varies differentiably with p) Then, since Wf is continuous and for e small enough maps 
balls 5(0,(5) {Bg{po,S)) into (possibly larger) balls, standard Brouwer's fixed point theorem shows 
that for e 《1, there exists a Pe such that = 0 and p^ po-
Thus we have proved the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.3.9. For e sufficiently small there exist points p^ e Bg{po,5) with p, 一 po such 
that WM = 0. 
Finally, we prove Theorem 1.1. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1: 
Proof. By Proposition 3.3.9’ there exists p^ — po such that = 0. In other words, 5e[ae,p, + 
(f>e.,pA = 0. Let A , = + and H^ = + V't.pJ- It is easy to see that H , = 
> Hence A^ > 0. B y the M a x i m u m Principle on the domain B{0,6/e), A, > 0. 
Therefore satisfies Theorem 1.1. • 
3.4 Refinement of Approximate Solution 
In this section we further improve our approximate solution, since the first approximation itself is 
insufficient to give stability. W e shall need to improve the approximation up to so that we 
can show that the stability depends on the Hessian matrix of F = ciK + C2R. 
For the simplicity of notation, we shall henceforth drop the domain, variable and volume element 
of integration if they are clearly y and dy respectively. 
First we recall from the existence proof that 
V(ciK(pe) + C2/?(Pe)) = o(e) 
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since in the expansions of K and R the next terms which are of arc even and so they do not 
enter into the equations for the positions. 
By non-degeneracy of the critical point wc derive Pt = po + 0(c) so that 
= V / ^ ( p o ) + 0 ( e ) , 
WR{p,) = S7R{po) + o{t). 
W e now complement our first approximate solution by giving the O(e^) and correction 
terms explicitly as follows: 
Let us recall that 
Lo(j) = A0 - 0 + 2w<i). 
First we define W2 = e^w^, where w ^ € be the unique solution of the problem 
Low'2 — = . y)(Q - 2P)[w] - ^ T ^ i H + 尝 ⑷ . y ) ^ ^ (3.54) 
, ,dw dw� 
oy\ dy2 
Note that W2{-y) = ~W2{y) is an odd function. The solution exists because of Theorem 3.2.2 and 
the following solvability condition: 
. y) {Q - 2P)[w] + + . y)w'丄尝,J = 1,2 
Secondly, we define wi = e^^w^, where w ^ 6 H^(R^) is the unique solution of the problem 
Lo�? - 2 � w 2 = -l(yV'K(p,)y')(Q — 2P)[w] — + M尝("V?/?�.y”切2 (3 55) 
0 I f dw dw� 
dyi 办2 
Likewise, it can be checked that 
去(yV2K(0)yT)(Q - 2P)H + 去 只 • ] + 只 ⑷ . ？ / 了 ) 2 也 丄 = 1,2 
(because all the terms are even) 
W e finally have 
a, = Wo + c^w^ + + (f) (3.56) 
where 0 = in //^(R^) due to Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction and wq is radially symmetric, W2 
is odd, wi is even. Using the Green's function we have a similar expansion of h^ into radially 
symmetric, odd and even terms of the same order as shown in the next section. 
Remark 3.4.1. In the next section, when all o(e^) terms will be insignificant and disregarded, we 
can assume the definitions of wi and W2 to be defined using w instead of WQ because the difference 
will be of O(e^) and 0(c®), i.e. o(e4)’ in our subsequent calculations. 
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Let us derive from the defining equations (3.55) and (3.54) identities to be used in the next 
section. 
Taking � in (3.54), we get 
dyj dyj fiv^ dyj 
=-I (|^(Pe)(Q - 2P)[wo] + — 2P)K) + 
Taking � in (3.55), we get 
r dwR , o o^^o . / WQW^ dwo 
^Vj ^Vj f^o dyj 
= - 2P)[wo] + - 2P)K] + 去 
+ 譬 妥
( 2
去 • 彻 。 . 一 o
2
 + Y 妥 。 乾 (3.58) 
where wc employ a slight abuse of notation: ^ V := ( g � , 二 “ ) . 
These expansions will be needed to bridge expansions of terms in the stability proof. 
Let us observe that f L 。 � � = / 藉 A )徵 = 0 ( 6 ^ ) , and similarly for f L 。 � � be-
cause Lo§^ = 0 but 11^ 0 - = and so together with the e^ and e'* before w ^ and 
Wi respectively, they are o(e^) contributions which do not enter our analysis when we calculate 
3.5 Stability 
3.5.1 The eigenvalue problem 
W e consider the stability of constructed in Theorem 1.1. 
Linearizing the system ( G M ) around the equilibrium states we obtain the following 
eigenvalue problem 
f � ’ 2 余 - = Ae0e, 
[ — A + = T K A . 
Here D = 入t is some complex number and 
Let 
(h = ir^^t = a6’pe + (f>e’7>�K = = h…+ 




f - 0 e + - ^ V e = K < k 
‘ ‘ (3.62) 
I - A + 2ae《e<^ e = T X � 
Let us assume r = 0 for simplicity. 
Then using our Green's function G[}, we can write 
K = £ Gnaldvg 
and 
fl c a 2 G 人 6 I 
Let us first consider the large eigenvalues, i.e., we assume that > c > 0 for c small. If 
Re(Ae) < -c, we are done. (Then A^ is a stable large eigenvalue.) Therefore we may assume that 
Re(At) > -c and for a subsequence c ^  0, At Aq 0. As in [43j and Proposition 3.3.5’ it is easy 
to show that the limiting eigenvalue problem is the following N L E P : 
A0-0 + 2w(f) — � = Xo<f) 
J�2 
It then follows from Theorem 3.2.2 that Aq is a stable large eigenvalue. 
Let us now turn to study (3.62) the more important case: small eigenvalues. Namely, we assume 
that Ae — 0 as e — 0. W e will show that the small eigenvalues are related to the matrix 
M(po) = V 2 (ciK(PO) + C2R(PO)), 
where 2 
c^ = -J (OVdr’ = / w'dy, 
^ Jo ^ 4 
which has been introduced in (3.4) 
Let us assume that all eigenvalues of the matrix M{po) are negative. Our main result in this 
section says that if Ae -> 0，then 
一 。 7 ( 4 ^ ” , (3.63) 
where ao is an eigenvalue of M(po). From (3.63), we see that all small eigenvalues of are stable, 
provided that M is negative definite. 
Again let (a^, K ) be the rcscaled solution given by (3.61), constructed rigorously in Section 3.3. 
In fact, we can assume to be supported on Bg{p^,ig) by a simple cut-off argument. 
Explicitly, we cut off a乞 as follows: 
- / � \ X6 o Xp^{q)a,{q) in Bg {p„ig) 
adq) = < 3.64 
[O 
Then it is easy to see that in Bg{pt,ig) 
d,{y) = a,{y) + e.s.L in H^{S). (3.65) 
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W e shall not distinguish between d^{y) and a^{y) in our subsequent analysis. 
W c now give a formal argument which should motivate to the reader our choice of decomposition 
of (f)t which will be given in (3.67) below. Later, in Step 1 of the proof it will be shown that this 
choice gives the correct answer in leading order. 
For the large eigenvalue case, we have that 
A(f)-(t> + 2w(t> - 2/二杀 = 0’ 
which is equivalent to 
where LQ is defined at (3.9). By L e m m a 3.2.1，we have 
2 w(f) dw 
� - r 2 � e span { — 
JR^ dyj 
Multiplying (3.66) by w and integrating over 7?^, we have 
=1,2} . 
Awcf) = 0 
and hence 
, ,aw , � 
(pe Ko = span | — 1 , 2 } 
With our refined approximation in mind, let us set the eigenfunction to be 
(pc- ^― + e — 1- c —" + 0 
� \oyk dyk dyk J 
where al are some constant complex coefficients and 
<l>f 丄艮：=span {4p【：j = l , 2 } c H^iS). 
where 






and the orthogonality is defined using the inner product〈•,.〉…defined in 3.44. In fact, we will 
also drop the tilde signs and do not distinguish Zlp(q) and 辟 p ⑷ due to similar reasons with d, 
and Oj. 
Our proof will consist of two steps. First we will show that restricted in the rescaled normal 
neighborhood, 丄一引 | " 2 ( s ( o ’ < 5 / e ) = O(e^), where (p^  is radially symmetric. Second we will 
derive algebraic equations for the coefficients a\, a\. 
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3.5.2 Preparations 
From the form of the eigcnfunction, obviously we need to compute L dVj ^ dyj 巴dyj where 
L(i> = - 0 + 
~hr 
, 
where h, = A = T[2a,(f>], and � e //2(股2) and iuq, tf；?, w^ have been defined in (3.32), 
(3.55), (3.54), respectively. 
W e need a working expression of in which the main terms are from V^A' and V ^ R . To 
this end, we have introduced a refined approximation which improves our knowledge of the solution 
shape in an explicit manner so as to counterbalance other undesirable terms. 
In this section, we perform the calculations that give our desired form of L[<^ e]- There will be 
numerous cancellations and we present, step by step, a full account of this process. 
W e are already well prepared to treat the main terms from Ag,y(j>c - (f>e- It is given by by our 
_ ^ o „ n 
expansion of the Laplace-Beltrami operator applied dyj + e dyj 已dyj 
Ar. 
dwp 





(y•义(Pe)2/) (Q - 2P) [ p ^ j + 2 R 2 [ ^ ] { y ) 
dyj dyj 
+ 0 (3.70) 
where we expect the first line to be canceled using the equation of WQ. 
Interestingly, the second and third line will combine with the (differentiated) equations of w ^ 
and w ^ to give commutators of differential operators. 
W e should temporarily content ourselves with the above expansion and proceed to expand other 
terms. Cancellations will occur with similar terms from different expansions and we will finally 
arrive at commutators of Q - 2P, and R2 pairs with ^ evaluated at i^o. 
Now, let us expand the term First wc need to improve our expansion (3.73) using the 
new approximation: 
3.5.3 Expansion of h^  in rescaled local coordinates 
(By hf {0), we implicitly take the exponential map, expp,，i.e. it means (0)).) 
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MO) 二 = J^G0{p,,q)al{q)dVg{q) 
= � f C0{p,,q) 
X 一 � + W彻)e3 + dvg(g) + e.s.t 
二 � [ Gfiip^q) 
X {wliq) + 2wo{q)w^{q)t^ + dvg(q) + o(e 
= 1 + [ G0{p,,q)wo{q)w°{q)dVg{q) 
+2e4��2 f Gp{p,,q)wQiq)w^MdVg{q) 
JBG{P,,6) 
since €力2 工召“口‘⑷ G"(Pe’ = 1 by definition. (See (3.38)) 




^ + GoiPc, q) + 0(叫 wo(g)wl(q)dvM 
•2 
f 
Wo{q)w'^{q)dVg{q) + o{e) 
= 0 ( e ) 
'Wo{y)w^{y)^\g\{f-y)dy + o(e) 
since \/\g\{^y) - 1 + but W^ is odd while WQ is radial symmetric, so the integral is o(e). 
Meanwhile, the second integral in (3.71) is has one 0(1) term: 
2�0" [ Gfi{p,,q)wo{Q)w^^{q)dVg{q) 
= / ^ t V 咖 ？ ⑷ � � + 0(1) 
= 2 卞 2 ? ⑷ 〜 0 ( 1 ) 
Jr2 秘0 
since。= 2 广 + o(l) (3.36) and this time the integral docs not vanish because w^ is an even 
function. 
Therefore, 




Now, for g e Bg{p„S) we calculate (recall R{p) := Ro{p,p), and /2o,p, {^V, ez) = Ro{X-^^{ey),X-^{ez)), 
Xr, = E一1 o exp~\ RO is the regular part of GQ.) 
hM-hM = J^ (Gp(q, r) - r)) 
=《E沪 / (GO(g,r)-GO(p.,r) 
{Gi{q,r) - Gi(p�r)) + O,)) 




K j J r
 c s B(O.f) 
2'2 [ f丄 log 
(ey，ez) - (0, cz) wl {z)dz + o( 
Recall that 
ho{y) = (e 27r log y - wl{z)dz 
which is radially symmetric. N o w we obtain by Taylor expansion that: 
Ro,pMy,tz) - RQ,p^iO,tz) 











二 . V/?(pe) + + + + … （3.72) 
where Vand V denotes the gradient for functions on and respectively. N o w since the 
terms and do not contribute to the integral, we get 
/ (ey, tz) - Ro,p, (0’ ez)) wl{z)dz 
JB{0.6/t) 
^ 8 J J �2 
Thus, 
K{v) 一 "“0) = M:y)"2 + . ⑷ + i f W 沢 2 尺 ⑷ + 0{e'\yf) + o{ 
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hM = 1 + ho{y)f3^ + • VR{p,)ph + ^-^yV'R{p)y'ph^ 
才 ) 卞 � + � ( � 3 ) +� (… 
Jr2 秘0 
(3.73) 
where ht{y) means of course h�Xp�y、、and note that《e = ^ ^ J ^ + log i). 
Remark 3.5.1. The is effectively o(e^) in our subsequent calculations, since later on we 
v/ould integrate it with a exponentially decaying function. W e drop it for simplicity, but it will be 
found rigorous when we integrate our final expansion with 
N o w we conclude this section by returning to the main line of thought and proceed to compute 
z — = 2 Wq + w^e-^ + dwt] 
"e dyj 1 + hoP2 + Jfy • + + 




-(ify • + 尋 ) o , / 4 dyj (3.74) 
3.5.4 Bridging identities 
The first parenthesis in the last equal sign of (3.74) will be canceled by terms from the equation of 
WQ. W e can observe it immediately by differentiating the equation of iuq (3.32): 
A dwo dwo d A— r' 
dyj dyj dyj 
where we observe: 
WQ 
4 • 喊 dyj ^iwo) = 0 (3.75) 
dyj 27r r2 
W'r ！ 





(1 +/32M�S沪 + (1 —"。沪 + "們 2 , � S + o(一_ 
Therefore, 
dho „2 
{l + 0^hof dyj 
= A 
dwQ dwQ I X 2 ^ / ,、 
dyj dyj 3 dyj 
(3.77) 
which replaces the first parenthesis of (3.74) plus the aforementioned first line of (3.70) by the term 
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This term itself will be canceled by terms from 转T>[2tte缴]. 
Now, back in (3.74), we still have to take care of the second parenthesis, 
2 wlt^ + - 2WQ 
dwo WqW^ 
which will be managed by using the equations of tu^ and w^ as shown below. 
(Note that the term 2wo ^  J'^p in (3.57) is which actually has been computed before 
in the derivation of the expansion of he. So it does not enter into our analysis either.) 
Summing (3.57) and (3.58)，we see that we can "exchange" the contribution of 
wlt^ + wlt^ - 2wo 
by terms involving the first and second derivatives of K and R: 
dw� 
dyj 








— < 20 
- (VK(Pe) • {rw, 
8 
dyj 
• y)rw'^ - {rw'^) + ^2/?2K] 
(3.78) 
where we used {Q - 2P)[wo] = -rwQ. A n important observation here is that the last line will cancel 
with the last line of (3.74) while the first two brackets will combine with the last two lines of (3.70) 
and they will be exhibited as commutators of some differential operators. 
Finally, we consider + e^^ dyk + 
,4 dw\ 
dyk 
W e decompose 
Xf My)= - 錄 副 + ( 寒 副 — (3.79) 
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(S>p, (0’q/)2 {wo + t^w^ + 











3 6 & 
(去 log + 只。’(0，…)2切Q 乾 办 + 
� . y ) 2wo^dy + 0{e^\yf 
where in the last equality we observe that is odd but \/\9\{ty) is even at and for 
the O(c^) it also give zero contribution due to reasons similar to the following remark. 
Remark 3.5.2. One sees that there is indeed instead of at the last equality 
because the next term in the Taylor expansion does not contribute to the integral. One can see 
this fact by noting that VkViWo^ d y = 0 for any k, I. See Remark 3.5.3 for details. 
Using integration by parts, we see that 
dwr 
I = - wldy 
' R 2 o y j J R 2 
Thus, 
] ( 0 ) = (p.) / wldy + + o{t 
= 问 � = 
So we have the half side of (3.79) to be 
Next, we calculate: 
Tp[2c (dwQ + 3 
dyk dyk 
dw2 + . dw^ 
dyk )](y) 
7 M 9 " FDWO .ADW'A 1(0) 
二 �(G。，p,(q/,ez)-GAp,(0,ez)) 
‘dwo , 3 dw2 X2 …。+ (3如、J)(尝 + 
(义2 log 
dyk dyk 

















1 a , , , 
+ — \og\z\ dzj 
2 
9zj \y o^dz 
Wndz 
d 
�dyj log \y 
K^Vj log \y 
Wndz 
1 a , , A 2 , 
7 i�g z w^dz y-z / 
So 沪 l o g ^ 2wo � dz is exactly � as we desired (to cancel a previous term). 
Finally, using the Taylor expansion for 7?o,p, derived at (3.72) and integration by parts, we 
obtain 
f (尺o’p‘（纵…—(0，ez)) 2wo^dz 
OZj 
8 dzj 
+ w^dz + 0{e'\yf 
d 
- . y wldz + 
= - I f + 
where the cubic (and even quartic) terms from Taylor expansion is 
Remark 3.5.3. One can check by using polar coordinates that, for any k, I, V k p i^ d y vanishes 
if u is a radially symmetric function that also has exponential decay. Moreover, swapping any of 
yk or yi by ^ or or multiply the integrand by any radially symmetric function will still give 
zero integral. The even more general statement is that any similar integral having an odd number 
of such terms multiplied together (plus any number of radially symmetric function multiplied on 
it) as the integrand (with at least one is zero. 
Summing up, we get the other half of (3.79): 
Xf 




+ \]{y)-Tp[2c f 8WQ + 
w ,2 dho �,|5| 
{ T + h ^ dy-/ + T VRip,)-y]wl0 0 32.2 
\dyk , � dyk dyk 1(0) 
With the former half, we conclude that 
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N o w we perform a little trick on log ^ 2 w o ^ d z . W e apply integration by parts to get 







fdwo + 一 ^ + 々？、 
dyk ^Vk 9yk 
dho 
(1+hoP^r 办 / 2 ax, * V/?.(p.) • y w'oP 
(3.80) 
(3.81) 
Note that the term - ( i + 二 � � cancels with the remaining term from the bridging identity 
(3.77). 
3.5.5 Putting together different terms 
N o w writedown L [ [ � + e � � .4 dw. Using the bridging identities (3.77) and (3.78) 
and summing up (3.70), (3.74) and (3.81), we get 
M 






dyk dyk dyk J 
dyj dVj 
8 Q 8 









� . y ) w l 
dyj dyj 
where we replaced terms using (3.58) and (3.57) and omitted the terms: 
I 刚 如 ) 令 
(3.82) 
dyj 
from (3.70) and (3.77)，since they're identically zero. 
W e justify the omission immediately. Via L e m m a 3.2.6’ we have: 





= - P l ^ l 
/dwo\ d + irw'o) 为 / 洲2 , dyj 
= - T W Q COS0 - W'QCOSO ->r (RWOYcos0 
= 0 (3.83) 
and that 
dyj dyj 
rdW, 沪 fdwo\ d 
+ 
dyj J 洲 2 dy. 乂 Qy. •(r'w'o) 
= - r ^ W g cos 0 - Sr^w'o cos 0 + (r^ Wr 
0 
The case for j = 2 is obviously similar. 
Then we can rewrite (3.82) to give: 
乙[ 
\ — " / O I M *
 fc 
4 6 + 
0 2 fc cl办 










+ 2 彻 [ 势 ⑷ 
dR 
- + O(e^ Iyp) + 0(6” 
dyj (3.84) 
N o w we project it onto span { � , § ^ } . Note that all O(e^) has zero contribution by Remark3.5.3 
concerning symmetry. Also, as discussed before, the last line does not give O(e^) contribution. For 
the second last line, it is easy to calculate: 
Wci^ip.) 
,dwr w, 
dxj JR2 dyi 
dy = 0 
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For the other half, we calculate: 
'R2 
d^R d'^R 
•yi + dxjdxi 
d^R f 
dxjdxi 






— 0 办 = f '-^wldy 
/r2 oyi 
'R2 





w^dy + 0(< 
'R2 
w^dy 
'dy + o{l) 
where we have used the Pohozaev's identity on the equation of w which gives | J = | f w^. 
Note that any o(l) terms falls to in our overall statement and should be disregarded. 




Next we check that 
can be simplified to 
20 \ oyj 
• y)rw'o + {rw'o) 
+ • 











‘ d K , “ � d^K ,… 
,d^K (yl-yldw 
/? V dyl \ 2 dm 
d^K (yl-yldw 









VK-y , , � � 1 d'^ K , , [rw ) + 0 + T -;r-^yi{rw 
3 / d 
2 \dyi 
2 dy! 
• 他 ) • y) (r 
) 
办i) 
1 d'^ K 
+ 2dyidy2 
y2{rw' 
Therefore, projecting onto span ^ J we obtain 
4 . 
1 4 f ,dwo. 
/ 
rwn-^~dr % 
TT . d^K 
4 dxjdxi M dr 
In conclusion, showing only the terms and omitting higher order terms, we have the 
following important result 
Lemma 3.5.4. We have the following formula 
dwo + 
+ e 雄、’ dy dyk dyk dyk dyi 
r 3/ ,、2 d � , 、 2. d^ R ( � 
o{l) 
3.5.6 Solving the eigenvalue problem 
Let us now give the 2-step argument for the eigenvalue problem. W e show stability of the spike. 
Step 1. 
Substituting the eigenfunction expansion given in (3.67) into the linear operator L, we get 
L 
( ’ + 一 ^ + 一 +公」 
dyk dyk dyk J -如 + 0{e (3.85) 
Therefore �� saUsfios the equation 
丄 ] - A 4 丄 丨 dwQ 
Wk 
1 - 3 
I 
, \ e f c a 2 s dK 
3 dxk {Pe){rw[ ( 咖 。 
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+ p i ( 4 ( 去 • ⑷ • y) (-0) + {i-JRiP.) • y) ^l) e4 + O(e^ ) 
Since the operator L - Ac is invertible with uniformly bounded inverse for e small enough if the 
spaces are restricted to be orthogonal to kernel s p a n { C H^ and cokernel s p a n { � , � } C 
L\ respectively. Then 丄 II//2 can be estimated by the I? norm of the part of r.h.s. which is or-
thogonal to the cokernel. 
The terms on the r.h.s. of order e^ are rotationally symmetric and so they are orthogonal to 
the cokernel. This implies 
where is 
Step 2. 
radially symmetric function. 
W e multiply (3.85) by � and integrate, using the fact that 丄 = 0 
This gives 















dy = X^ajn / iw'frdr. 
The following error estimate is derived using the structure of (^ 」 




= / 丄办—2 : „ 2 
J dyk fw^ 
广 2 如 0 , 
2 dwQ , 
since belongs to the kernel of LQ. 
It remains to estimate the difference between 丄 and L^^cf)�-Ij；!^^扣 
(Ml 一 Lo(l>i + 余丄.…2、8秘0 , 
f . dyk 
< C{\\a, - WO\\H4<I>^\\H- = + 0(1A,|)) = + c^jA,!). 
This implies II f dy = 0(6^ + 
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Putting everything together, we get from (3.86): 
� � � ( j ( S '办 ) 1 + 外 (3.87) 
where tt p 3. ,、2 d^K ,、丄 沪 f . d^R ,、 
mid = 7 — … a � + V— / ^ dy—-—(p,) 
4 Jo dxjdxi 4 dxjdxi 
is calculated by L e m m a 3.5.4 and coincides correctly with - g ^ ^ . 
W e summarize the result as follows: If A^ —»• 0，then 
入£ (To 
e4 
where ctq is an eigenvalue of the matrix M . Further, a^ = (af ,a|) is a corresponding eigenvector of 
M, i.e. the cigenfunction is given by 
‘ ( � 
(pr = ( 
+ a | 
dyi 
(dwQ 








• > I 1 0 2 1 ^ 5 
.dy2 dy2 
€ / \ + + 
\ — - / 0 3 1 S 
4 
c + 
N o w if the matrix M(po) is negative definite, it follows that Re(At) < 0. Therefore the small 
eigenvalues Af are stable for (3.62) if e is small enough. This proves Theorem3.1.2. 
3.6 Appendix I: Expansion of the Laplace-Beltrami Operator 
In this section, we start from a well-known power series expansion of the metric tensor for Rieman-
nian manifolds in normal coordinates (see for e.g. [1]) and adapt it to our special case of compact 
surfaces to finally obtain an expansion of the Laplace-Beltrami operator which will be central to 
our analysis. . 
The expansion involves the Gaussian curvature function and its derivatives in different terms 
and they together capture essential geometrical information critical to the existence and stability 
of a single spike solution. 
3.6.1 Local Expansion of the Metric 
Let p 6 5 be fixed. Then, in the normal neighborhood Bg{p,S), where 6 is independent of c, let us 
denote x = (xi,x2) to be gcodesic normal coordinates about p (i.e. x q = X-^x) € Bg{p,6). 
Then, instead of redeveloping a formula from scratch, we learn from [1] (Corollary 2.9), that the 
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metric tensor has the following local expansion up to the quartic term: 
= h j - \^Rikjl{0)XkXl — -Y^Rikjl;t{0)XkXiXt - ^ ^ RisjtMi^)^kXlXsXt 
'45 
^ ( ^Riklm{0)Rjstm{0)XkXlXsXt j + 0(|x| 
fc,/,s,t \ m / 
(3.88) 
For simplicity, we will subsequently write gij{x) for gij{X~^{x)) according to our notational 
convention at the end of Subsection 3.1.3’ and similarly for all other functions. 
The sectional curvature, by definition, has a relation with the curvature tensor expressible by: 
d 
dxi ’ dxj ){9ii9jj - 9ji9ij) 
Since we only consider surfaces, the only 2-dimensional subspace oiTpS, trivially, is itself, and so we 
have only one sectional curvature, which coincides with the classical Gaussian curvature function. 
Thus one can apply Bianchi identities to obtain: 
Rikji = K{gijgik — gugjk) 
where K now denotes the classical Gaussian curvature function on the surface, which is independent 
of the choice of basis of the tangent plane. 
W e now begin our computations. 
First, note that by the compatibility equations, we always have VmQij = 0. Hence we can 
calculatc in turn: 
For 0(|x-p 
Y^Rikji{0)xkXi = {9ij9ik - 9u9jk)\QXkXi 
k,l k,l 
=鄉)E(�4 - ^uSjk)xkXi 
=K{0)ai 





= ^ Vt [K{gijgik - 9iigjk)]\QXkXiXt 
Z ] 芸 ( 0 ) ~ 9ii9jk)\oXkXiXt\ 
= ( V K ( 0 ) - x ) a i , 
^ (ffijffik — gii(jjk�\QXkXi 
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where = 
For 0(|;r|4)’ the first term is: 
XkXlXgXt 
k,l,S,t 
d^K ,n�, �| 
8 站 补 ( ) - 9it9js)\oXkXiXaXt 
k,l,s,t ‘ 
} - 9ityjs)xsx, 
(xV^K(0)x')aij 
d^K \ 
where V ^ K = 梵 : 
\ dx2dx 




^ ^Riklm{0)Rjstm{0)XkXlXgXt 1 
k,l,s,t \ m J 
A'2(0) Y1 ( S ^3il9mk — gim9lk)i9jt9ms " •Tfca^i^^^s^Tt I 
k,lrS,t \ m J 
作 ) E 
kyljS.t \ rn ) 
I \ / � 
m \ k,l ) \ s,t y 
( 2 
because ⑷）广= , = m {(^i. 
Therefore, (3.88) can be simplified as follows: 
1k(0) + i(V/^(0). x) + 
-》2(0)|工| lij + 0{\x\ 
3.6 .2 Local Expansion of the Laplace-Beltrami Operator 
Since the Laplace-Beltrami operator in local coordinates A g is given by: 
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where |夕| ：二 det(分ij). For the following computations, we shall adopt the Einstein summation 
convention, summing when indices repeat: one being upper and one being lower and for brevity, we 
also write di = � and = However, to avoid coiifiisiou because we will finally write in a 
rescaled coordinate y, we (only in this section) indicate the variable, with respect to which variable 
the differentials operators are defined, by a subscript, so as to avoid confusion of scales. 
By straightforward calculations we get: 
\g\ = 1 -
\/M = 1 ；K(0) + - (•尋 )•x) + - {xV^K{0)x 
(3.89) 
= 1 + 
+涵作)丨工丨4+0(|工|5) 
g ' ' = 内 + 臺 轉 ) + I (VK(0) + ^ (xV'K{0)x') + 
where (g�：=(物_)一\ 和 ： = a n d a”. := a^. W e define the last two only so that we can 
conveniently use Einstein summation convention later on. 
N o w since A^ .^ ： = ^ d i 夕”巧 ) = 9 � d j + - ^ d i (vl^^r") dj. Therefore, we calculate 
in turn: 
g'^didj 二 + 
where A^： = ^ + and 
v W 内 + (o�.- 6” 
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Define (b丨勺=(a^^ - 字 d 力 ) = 2 
-XiX2 
-X\X2 
Then differentiate (first a'j and a*^  - ^ S ' ^ 
then the terms in brackets) and group terms to obtain: 
di (x/i^"力 dj 
l^iO) + I (VK(0) + ^ {xV^K{0)x') {dia'^dj - Xi6'^dj) 
+ 
1 fd^ K d^ K , , \ 
b'^dj 







� . . \ 1 fd'^K .. \ 1 / d'^K . \ 
；(0)⑶)+ 10 (两(0)-终)+ To ( � " ^ ( 0 ) � ' � ) 
Finally, focusing on the coefficient of we find: 
力 為 . = - 2 
+K尝(。叫+MS(�)ii"�巧 




W e now write out the differentials explicitly 
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a'^didj = xld^ - 2xix2did2 + x\dl 
Xid^^dj = Xidi + X2 





dx2 ^ … dx^ , 





5x29x1 (0)52 5X1^X2 
N o w we switch to the rescaled coordinate y (which is the most usual variable we use) by setting 
X -— ey, then 去 = i 悬 . S o , for a function u in rescalcd coordinates y. the Laplace-Beltrami 
operator applied on u has the following expansion: 
c^AgU{x) 二 AyW(y) 
+ 
+ -(Vi^(O) . y ^ + {Q[u]-2P[u]) 










= y i + y2-
du 
dyi dy2 
























Note that V/^(0) 二（錯’ � ) ( 0 ) and V'K(O) = (0) should not be rescaled 
dx2dxi dx2dx2 
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3.7 Appendix II: Some Technical Calculations 
For brevity in the major sections, we provide here in the appendix the technical calculation of 
several integrals 
Lemma 3.7.1. Let w be the unique radially symmetric solution to (3.5), then we have 





where we have used the Pohozaev's identity for the equation of w which gives ^  fw^ = ^ fw^ 
Lemma 3.7.2. If w is a twice differentiable, radially symmetric function on R .^ Then 
f {Q[w]-2P[w])y~dy = -vr H{w'frUr 
</r2 (yyj Jo 
/orj = l,2. Hence, f^. ((QH " 2P[w])yj^(p) + R,[w])�dy =-警乾(P) f r^ K)' dr. 
Proof. W e compute for j = 1. Using L e m m a 3.2.6, and yi 截 = r w ' cos^ 0 
{Q[w]-2P[w])yi^dy = I cyi 
r27r poo 
-rw')rw' cos2 6rdrd9 
Jo 
r2iz 




The same calculations work for j = 2 with minor change. 
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y2 � * � 
2 �ayi … 办 1 ‘ ⑶ ‘ ） ‘ ^ 
,dK , ,dw dK ,�dw�dw J 
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